
Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

2/6/2015 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 10F MORE ANTHEM As if Anthem customers didn't have enough to worry about, after that 
massive data breach, that exposed people's personal information...     
Now scammers are trying to rip you off, with a promise of free credit 
monitoring!     They're sending out e-mails that *look* like they come 
from Anthem -- telling you to click on a link for credit monitoring....

Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

2/6/2015 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 10F TURBOTAX STATE FILINGS If you're getting ready to file your taxes... you need to know this!    
Turbo-Tax says it's temporarily stopped processing state tax returns.     
The company says it's seen an increase in fraudulent filings using 
stolen personal information.    They say there was no security breach 
and that the information was taken from somewhere else.     You 
can...

Crime & Public Safety 2/20/2015 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 10F LONGWOOD PLAYER A Longwood University basketball player is heading back to the court- 
despite a recent conviction on sexual battery!     Jason Pimentel (pim-
ment-tell) is coming off a 3-month, 25-game suspension handed down 
by the university.     But Susan Bahorich tells us the campus is 
divided....

Special Coverage 2/6/2015 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 10F PRINCE GEORGE CHURCH One of the nation's first Black churches is right here in our area!  It 
was founded before there even was a United States.   The First Baptist 
Church was formed in 1756 in Prince George County..     It moved to 
Petersburg in 1774... and it's been making an impact ever since.     
Brent Solomon talks with church leaders about its remarkable 
history:...

Special Coverage 3/20/2015 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F TREE TECH FOLO V-DOT cutting its last ties with a contractor with major safety issues.     
Tree-Tech, which trims trees on the sides of the interstate, just had its 
Richmond District contract canceled.      But this isn't the first contract 
with the company V-DOT has canceled..     Laura Geller went looking 
for answers as to why:...

Community Concerns 1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PS HIT AND RUN #VALUE!
Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PR GAS PRICES RISE YOU STARTED PAYING A LITTLE MORE AT THE GAS PUMP TODAY.     
PRICES ROSE BY FIVE CENTS HERE IN VIRGINIA TO PAY FOR A SIX 
BILLION DOLLAR TRANSPORTATION PACKAGE PASSED BY FORMER 
GOVERNOR BOB MCDONNELL.      THE TAX HIKE COULD HAVE BEEN 
AVOIDED IF CONGRESS PASSED A BILL ALLOWING VIRGINIA TO 
COLLECT SALES TAXES FROM OUT-OF-STATE ONLINE 
MERCHANTS...BUT T...

Crime & Public Safety 1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PR BULLET IN APT NOW TO RICHMOND -- WHERE POLICE ARE INVESTIGATING A 
SHOOTING IN WESTOVER HILLS.    JUST AFTER MIDNIGHT TODAY -- 
A BULLET WENT THROUGH THE ROOF OF AN ON WESTOVER HILLS 
BOULEVARD.    THERE WERE PEOPLE INSIDE AT TIME.. NO ONE WAS 
INJURED.      It's not clear IF THE FAMILY WAS targeted....

Crime & Public Safety 1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PS HOTEL SHOOTING Right now two people are recovering from gunshot wounds in Henrico.      
The shootings happened around 1-30 this morning at the Richmond 
Magnuson Grand Hotel.    That's on west broad street- not far from 
Dickens Road.    No word on any suspects or arrests.    Both victims 
were taken to the hospital.    They are expected to be o-k....

Crime & Public Safety 1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PS DUI ARREST Also in Henrico - a woman is ringing in the new year in jail- accused of 
assaulting police officers.   It all started when police say they 
confronted 45-year-old Ursula Duck Millican in a parking lot along 
Mechanicsville Turnpike.  They say she was blasting music from the car- 
and screaming at the top of her lungs.  Police ended up arresting her 
fo...



Education 1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PR LEADERSHIP AT VSU NOW CLOSER TO HOME...   Virginia State University now has its first 
female president in its 133 year history.Pamela Hammond is stepping 
in as interium president after Keith Miller stepped down 
yesterday.Miller decided to resign following a drop in enrollment and a 
19 million dollar budget shortfall.Hammond takes the reigns as VSU 
copes with a budge...

Special Coverage 1/1/2015 FOXHALF 10PR MILLIONARE RAFFLE A lucky start to the New Year for three people in Virginia.They won a 
million dollars in the Virginia Lottery's New Year's Millionaire Raffle.  
And one of those winning tickets was sold in Petersburg.The million 
dollar ticket was sold at the Circle "K" in the 12-thousand block of 
South Crater Road.Two 25-thousand dollar winning tickets were also 
so...

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CFIELD FIRE A Chesterfield McDonalds is closed- likely for weeks, after a fire rips 
through the restaurant.Take a look at this video from early this 
morning...Fire officials say this blaze could have been very dangerous- 
but *youtube* helped them know just what to do. Sarah Bloom 
explains tonight, with new information from the scene....

Community Concerns 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T UVA FRATERNITIES Developing Now ---      UVA plans to reinstate all Greek organizations, 
pending a new agreement which must be signed by next Friday.      
That updated agreement spells out new safety guidelines for those 
campus groups.     UVA's president previously banned fraternities and 
sororities in response to allegations of sexual abuse, raised by a 
Rolling S...

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W RIALTO DEMO A piece of Petersburg's history is now set to come crumbling down...     
We're talking about the long-unoccupied, Rialto Theater...     on 
Monday  city officials closed part of South Avenue to inspect the 
property.     We've now confirmed the theater was deemed in quote  ---
"imminent danger."     Tomorrow, prep work begins for the demolition, 
which...

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W OFFICER TURNER FUND new information about the Richmond Police officer fighting for his life 
after being shot Friday. Officer William Turner has been in the hospital 
since a shootout with a suspect...It's tough on him and his family... but 
as laura geller tells us, you can help them make it through this 
ordeal....

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W SCHOOL DELAYS One parent called our newsroom tonight, worried about  heat in 
Richmond City Schools...     That parent is concerned about children 
attending Oak Grove - Bellemeade, Elementary.      We reached out to 
officials and were told the issue is isolated the school's gym. A school 
spokesperson says the facilities services team is quote "actively 
working on...

Community Concerns 1/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F THE NATIONAL CONDEMNED THE SHOW *WILL* GO ON TONIGHT FOR THE NATIONAL IN 
RICHMOND! IT WAS RECENTLY CONDEMMED BECAUSE OF A BUSTED 
PIPE.THE CITY TEMPORARILY CONDEMNED THE BUILDING ON EAST 
BROAD STREET, WHILE CREWS WORKED TO REPAIR THE PIPE, WHICH 
WAS LEAKING WATER INTO THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.THAT REPAIR 
JOB IS NOW FINISHED AND THE NATIONAL IS GEARING UP FOR  A 
LED ZEPPELIN...



Community Concerns 1/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RIALTO DEMOLISHED That was the historic Rialto Theater in Petersburg, as it came crashing 
down today.     The theater was demolished after it was deemed 
unsafe this week.     It was built back in 1923.     It was first used as a 
movie theater but later hosted such music legends as James Brown, 
Sam Cooke and Chubby Checker....

Community Concerns 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CITY HALL MARCH This group marched into Richmond City Council tonight...  hoping to 
send a strong message!These demonstrators say city council is failing 
its black residents.They're calling on them to respect black life this 
year as they begin passing resolutions, budgets, and taxpayer funds 
for 2015.This goes beyond any type of police brutality.The group is 
takin...

Community Concerns 1/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T WEATHER PREPS V-DOT crews are ready to respond to road emergencies.   Ice Slicked  
roads are expected throughout the area overnight and conditions could 
remain dangerous into the morning commute.Brent Solomon has a 
closer look at what you can expect....

Community Concerns 1/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T FOREST AVE WATER MAIN BREAK Adding to tomorrow, morning's, headaches -- the right, westbound 
lane of Three Chopt Road near Forest Avenue, will be closed through 
friday, while crews repair a water main.     We're told no one in the 
area should lose water... but traffic could be an issue.  For the latest 
on every thing that might affect your morning.      Turn to:  Fox 
Richmond...

Community Concerns 1/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HENRICO BUS CRASH A bus driver faces reckless driving charges tonight.. after two henrico 
buses crashed on the Fairfield Middle School campus -- injuring five 
students!     School officials tell us one school bus rear ended the  
other in the school bus loop, just after four yesterday.     There were 
students from different Henrico schools on board.       The five st...

Community Concerns 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W WEGMANS GROUNDBREAKING Wegman's is one step closer to Short Pump..Ground was officially 
broken today, on the West Broad Street store..  That's one of three 
stores, coming to central virginia.      The other ones, are chesterfield 
and charlottlesville.     Crews hope to have the short pump store open 
sometime next year....

Community Concerns 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W DELAYS you can see the entire list of delays across the bottom of your 
screen...we can tell you that schools in richmond, henrico, hanover, 
chesterfield, and petersburg are all opening two hours late in the 
morning.dinwiddie is the only system that has decided to close 
altogether....

Community Concerns 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R BLACK LIVES MATTER A group of protesters shut down Broad Street in downtown Richmond, 
lying in the street in support of the #BlackLivesMatter 
movement."Black Lives matter. Black lives matter." The protesters 
gathered outside the John Marshall Courthouse and shut down the 
intersection at Ninth and Broad streets. The group is demanding city 
leaders hear them. Among the...

Community Concerns 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M WATER MAIN BREAK The water is back on, but there's still a lot of work to do after a huge 
water main break in Richmond!     The break was near the intersection 
of Cumberland and Harrison Streets.      Curtis McCloud has more on 
the repairs... and talks to some people who spent most of the day 
without water!...



Community Concerns 1/21/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W PEANUT DEFAMATION we've learned a defamation case against Chesterfield County school 
leaders ... is going before the Virginia Supreme Court!         Yesterday, 
an attorney for the mother of 7-year-old, Amarria Johnson filed the 
appeal in Virginia's highest court.       If you remember -- Amarria died 
in January 2012, after eating a peanut during recess, at Hopkins E...

Community Concerns 1/22/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SCHOOL BUS AX A woman faces charges tonight after her car hit a Richmond school 
bus.Two students were hurt, but their injuries are not serious.The bus 
was carrying students from Boushall Middle school... when the car hit 
it just after three this afternoon.This was on Terminal Avenue near Jeff 
Davis.A school spokesperson says two children had minor injuries....

Community Concerns 1/22/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R WATER MAIN BREAK DELAY Right now, we've learned repairs to this water main .... near VCU will 
take a little longer to fix than first thought.   IT was supposed to be 
done monday..   now, utility crews say, it will actually take until 
february second!    that means the intersection of Harrison and 
Cumberland -- will be closed to cars and foot traffic until then....

Community Concerns 1/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M WESTHAMPTON The clock is counting down on this Richmond neighborhood 
institution.After more than 70 years, it looks like the Westhampton 
Theater will close its doors.   The owners will now be looking to the 
community for guidance as to what will take the theater's place.Ashley 
Monfort has more....

Community Concerns 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T CARL ROSS FUNERAL New details out of Petersburg on funeral services for the city's Vice 
Mayor.    The Public Visitiation for Carl Ross will be tomorrow at the 
Petersburg Train Station from noon to eight.    The Wake will be from 
six to eight.    His funeral will be held Thursday at Mount Olivet Baptist 
Church at 11 a-m.    Ross served on the Petersburg City Council...

Community Concerns 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HENRICO WATER MAIN the water is back on... but it will still be a couple of  hours before a 
Henrico water main is fully repaired..we're told this water main on 
woodman road didn't exactly "break"...but it did have a faulty water 
valve.people in the area were without water most of the day -- it came 
back on around seven tonight....

Community Concerns 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T PETERSBURG WATER BILLS There are major, water bill, problems in Petersburg!.    Some of you 
called to complain, about your bill being unusually high --and here's 
what the city says.    IN this post on the city's facebook page, officials 
say, new meters were installed and customers, were billed for 
estimated usage, over two cycles.    While some people saw a 
decrease in t...

Community Concerns 1/28/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W RESERVOIR LAND The last piece of land needed to begin a project to provide more water 
to Henrico, Cumberland, and Powhatan has been secured.  The 10- 
million dollar purchase of 18-hundred acres paves the way for the 
cobbs creek reservoir to be built in cumberland county.  once 
complete, the reservoir will hold 15 "billion" gallons of water, and will 
be used in ti...

Community Concerns 1/28/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W PBURG DEVELOPMENT We are getting our eyes on brand new artist renderings, of a 200, 
multi-family, loft-style, apartment complex  -- proposed for 
Petersburg.   It would be located, at the old Titmus Optical building, 
which has been vacant for a decade.  Brent Solomon explains, there's 
concern over whether the rent, should be income based....



Community Concerns 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HOPEWELL STORM RUN OFF If you live in Hopewell, your water bill may go up -- because ofan 
increase in fees, for storm water runoff.    We've learned the four-
dollar fee, kicks in this July.    Officials say the fee will help the city, 
comply with the clean water act by 20-25.    This will also allow the 
city to protect, the chesapeake bay, at the state and federal level....

Community Concerns 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R PROTESTOR FORUM a date is now set for Richmond police, to have a public forum with 
protesters.         The community meeting is February 10 th.  It comes 
after more than two months of rallies across the city -- protesting 
police conduct, and other issues.      Kelly Avellino is at police 
headquarters... with more on what's on the table, for discussion....

Community Concerns 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F NK COFFEE HOUSE A new coffee shop opened in New Kent, and is serving up a lot more, 
than just your daily Caffeine fix.      it's also helping to change the lives 
of people, here at home and abroad.     CHRYSTINA HEAD 
EXPLAINS:...

Community Concerns 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F SWASTIKAS Swastikas spray painted up and down Thompson street.Tonight this 
hateful act of vandalism has people living in the Museum District on 
edge.     Curtis McCloud is getting answers from police and speaking to 
people in that neighborhood....

Community Concerns 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M PBURG JAIL New information on the closing of the Petersburg City Jail -- the mayor 
the decision is final, and inmates will begin transfering in the next 45 
days.  The decision to close the jail and send prisoners to Riverside 
Regional was announced in December. The city said today that trying 
to make upgrades is out of the question, and spending 20-million do...

Community Concerns 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RICHMOND POLICE CHIEF Will having a new police chief change things for the city of 
Richmond?Today, Mayor Dwight Jones announced Alfred Durham as 
the next police chief.....and we asked him how his administration will 
work to keep this city safe. Laura Geller has more from police 
headquarters....

Community Concerns 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T REGENCY MALL SALE A developing story out of Henrico tonight...      Two local developers 
have bought Regency Square Mall!       But the new owners tell us they 
have no plans to tear the mall down...      Instead, Thalhimer (Tall-
hymer) Realty Partners Incorporated and The Rebkee Corporation say 
their goal is to renovate the mall and get it back to the leading retail...

Community Concerns 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HULL STREET CRANE Traffic is flowing smoothly on Hull Street Road now, near Woodlake, 
but it was tied up for quite sometime today --  ...because of this -- 
issues with a construction crane that closed lanes in both directions for 
hours.  And while crews secured the equipment, drivers found 
themselves taking a long way home.    Susan Bahorich has the details 
of what...

Community Concerns 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R PBURG BREWERY A multi-million dollar investment underway in Petersburg -- is expected 
to re-energize, a depressed part of the city and create jobs!For that,  
you can credit, Virginia's, booming beer business!     An old ice and 
coal plant on Third Street near Old Town... is about to become the site 
of a new brewery!Brent Solomon says it's not the only thing in s...

Community Concerns 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F WATER MAIN UPDATE After being closed for roughly two weeks, the intersection at 
cumberland and harrison is now back open.    You'll recall it was closed 
last month to repair a water main break -- that caused dozens of 
people to lose water service in their homes....



Community Concerns 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HAZMAT LEAK UPDATE Crews are busy tonight --- finishing the clean up of a chemical spill into 
a creek at the Chesterfield county government complex.     County 
experts say the leak from an H-VAC unit at the jail, has not caused any 
adverse effects to the environment.     They also add that the the 
leaked substance is a mixture of detection dye and a chemical that is...

Community Concerns 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SCHOOL BUS CRASH Police charge two Chesterfield County school bus drivers after an 
accident sends 7-students and another driver to the hospital.      Police 
say those school bus drivers were responsible for a chain reaction 
crash that happened this morning on Iron Bridge Road.      Susan 
Bahorich has the latest....

Community Concerns 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T PROTESTOR FORUM Protestors meet face to face with Richmond police tonight for an open 
discussion.       The forum comes after months of street 
demonstrations in the city.      The first topic -- how Richmond police 
are working to avoid using excessive force.      The officers said -- they 
routinely train, on how to respond to situations.      But, ultimately, 
the...

Community Concerns 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T MECH POWER Right now, the power is coming back on in Mechanicsville... after an 
accident  left hundreds of people in the dark!     The Hanover Sheriff's 
Office tells us a car crashed into a power pole on Pole Green Road and 
Hanover Grove Boulevard around 3:30.     Crews cut power around 
6:30 to replace the downed pole, leaving nearly 1-thousand people in 
the...

Community Concerns 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SHOCKOE BASEBALL UPDATE THe city of richmond could ask for outside help on the proposed 
stadium plan.       City council passed a resolution that includes getting 
help from other counties in possibly building, funding and benefiting 
from the stadium.      the city would also ask Henrico, Hanover and 
Chesterfield for their interest levels in the new stadium.      Mayor 
Dwi...

Community Concerns 2/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W ASHLAND INTERSECTON THE CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE IS GETTING A MAJOR FACELIFT!      
THE INTERSECTION AT ROUTE 1 AND 54 IN ASHLAND IS GOING 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION SO MORE TRAFFIC CAN GET THROUGH 
SAFELY.      A MAJOR PART OF THE PROJECT WILL INCLUDE MAKING 
CROSSWALKS AND SIDEWALKS FOR PEDESTRIANS. BUT DRIVERS... 
AND NEARBY BUSINESSES WILL HAVE TO BEAR THE BACK-UP FOR A 
YEAR AN...

Community Concerns 2/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F COLD WEATHER While V-DOT will be keeping an eye on roads, what you need to look 
out for... are your pipes!     It's not just the possibility of snow that's a 
threat this weekend, it's those single digit temperatures.        Freezing 
temperatures can cause  your pipes to burst.        So let your water 
trickle and even open some cabinets to help with the heat fl...

Community Concerns 2/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T PETERSBURG WATER MAIN BREAK If you live in Petersburg,  expect low water pressure after a water line 
break. It happened this morning.     authorites ask anyone who lives in 
the South Crater Road Area to conserve water until repairs are made.   
Right now, officials say crews are actively assessing the situation.    
We will keep you posted on any updates....



Community Concerns 2/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T REAMS ROAD PIPES Traffic tie ups, delays and destroyed lawns.That's just the tip of the 
iceberg for some people, in Chesterfield county.      A project on 
Reams Road -- from Rosegill to Arch Roads -- was supposed to help 
the area.  But one neighbor complains, the construction is costing her 
money!Susan Bahorich explains how:...

Community Concerns 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RACE ROUTE Changes to a big bike race should mean less disruption downtown, 
when it returns in September.     "Richmond 2015" race officials have 
been very carful, planning start times between rush hours... and 
they've moved some of the courses North, so they won't have as much 
of an impact on traffic and exits downtown or in Carytown:...

Community Concerns 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F VCU PARADE A TRAFFIC ALERT if you plan to drive around the VCU area tomorrow 
morning:   Starting at 11:00, vcu's homecoming parade will cause -- 
rolling road closures for about 30 minutes.    It starts on Lombardy 
Street near the Maggie Walker Governor’s School, onto west broad, 
then to North Laurel to Floyd, where it ends at the intersection at 
Cherry Street...

Community Concerns 3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M STONE VOTE The decision is unanimous.     Richmond city council members voted to 
allow the Stone Brewing Company ... to turn the old Intermediate 
terminal into a restaurant and beer garden.      Tonight's, vote allows 
the riverfront property to be transferred to the Richmond Economic 
Development Authority.      It would hold the lease to Stone for 25 
years....

Community Concerns 3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SHORT PUMP DEVELOPMENT construction will soon begin in the west end on the final phase of a 20 
year-old Henrico Shopping center.     Richmond Bizsense reports the 
space near the target in short pump will be home to three new 
businesses.     The planning commission reportedly signed off on it last 
week.We're told one of them will be a Panda Express...     We don't 
know ye...

Community Concerns 3/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T PROVIDENCE A fire scare at Prvidence Middle School today... but Chesterfield 
firefigters tell us, there was never an actual fire.              Adults inside 
the school tell us students rehearsing in the auditorium smelled 
smoke... then noticed smoke billowing from a vent.         Someone 
pulled the alarm....         The building quickly evacuated.         Fir...

Community Concerns 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SWEET BRIAR just 48 hours after Sweet Briar College announced its closing its doors 
this summer, there's a lot of tension over what this means for 
students, employees, and single-sex education.      Sarah Bloom has 
the latest on the fallout and what's next....

Community Concerns 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R CLOSINGS Those roads are why the major school systems are all closed again 
tomorrow... Richmond, Henrico, Chesterfield, Hanover, Petersburg... 
they all get an early start to the weekend.     as always, keep your eye 
on the bottom of the screen for thecomplete list and any special 
instructions..     and join us for fox richmond morning news starting at 
7 a-m...

Community Concerns 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HOPEWELL WATER LATEST Tonight, officials believe they know what caused Monday's fuel spill 
that shut down the Hopewell's water treatment plant.      Virginia 
American Water says a diesel day tank overflowed at the river pump 
station.     And investigators are still on site---trying to figure out what 
caused it.      Meanwhile, a boil water advisory is still in effect....



Community Concerns 3/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T BROAD STREET Here's a traffic alert for you if you drive along Broad Street in Short 
Pump.   starting tomorrow, utility construction crews will disrupt traffic 
along West Broad Street between Gayton Road, and the Goochland 
County line.       Between 2:30 and four in the afternoon, expect 
sporadic road closures along West Broad Street.       This will last 
throu...

Community Concerns 3/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T CEMETERY DAMAGE Crews will get to work next week, to clean-up major damage at a 
Chesterfield Cemetery.    Damaged markers and grave sites prompted 
many of you to call us.   Here is the video, from the Dale Memorial 
Cemetery today.   Tonight, managers are admitting it was their own 
work crews that mistakenly -- ran over headstones, during the recent 
bad weather....

Community Concerns 3/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W DOMINION PROTEST A protest earlier today in Richmond, this one in opposition to a third 
nuclear reactor, at north Anna.  About a dozen people held signs and 
beat drums outside dominion virginia power. They also marked a 
moment of silence, in honor of the thousands killed at fukushima.  The 
group says it's time for the company to consider other energy 
sources:...

Community Concerns 3/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CIRCUS PROTEST The Ringling Brothers Circus kicked off its 20-15 run at the Richmond 
Coliseum tonight... but not before protestors lined the streets!     
They're angry over the circus using elephants -- even though it has 
already said, it will soon stop.     Kelly Avellino has our story tongiht 
from Richmond:...

Community Concerns 3/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R ROADS CLOSED A traffic alert for this weekend -- for not one,  but two St. Patrick's 
Day events in Richmond.  On saturday, thousands of people will flock 
to the Boulevard for Shamrock the Block, and another celebration in 
Shockoe Bottom.   From five in the morning to nine at night, several 
blocks of Boulevard and some adjecent streets will be closed.  In 
Shocko...

Community Concerns 3/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R FAMILY DOLLAR Some eastern Henrico residents say their neighborhood is practically 
brand new -- but the roads are already crumbling!!!     you can see 
cracks and holes in the streets, in front of the homes in the North 
James Estates, subdivision in Varina.     That neighborhood is only 
about five years old!     People who live there say the roads are so 
bad, a s...

Community Concerns 3/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R POWHATAN FUNDRAISER Family and friends are coming together to raise money, for a 
powhatan woman paralyzed in a car crash.    20-year-old, Taylor 
Roberts suffered a severe spinal injury in a crash on February third.     
The "Road to Recovery" fundraiser will be held on sunday, at the 
Arrowhead Grill in Powhatan, from two to six.     you can find out more 
by  logging on...

Community Concerns 3/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO SWASTIKA Now in Henrico -- police are trying to figure out who was spray-
painting swastikas on signs near Kingsland road.    Police tell us 
they've had several calls and right now, are investigating.    We'll 
continues to follow this developing story, and update you as soon as 
new details come in....

Community Concerns 3/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MONROE PARK A big bike race is headed to Richmond this summer... but one 
Community group says Monroe Park needs a lot of work before it gets 
here!The UCI World Championships is expected to bring thousands of 
people to the River City.The Oregon Hill Neighborhood association says 
Monroe Park will be a fan zone but it needs to be spruced up 
first.There are 21 ite...



Community Concerns 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M GODWIN Mills Godwin High School in Henrico will be open on time tomorrow... 
after a fire sent everyone home today.     Firefighters say it was 
actually a vent fan in the celing that caught fire around 3-40 this 
afternoon.     Smoke filled some hallways and there was some minor 
damage, but everyone got out okay....

Community Concerns 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W LUMBER LIQUIDATORS UPDATE The Consumer Product Safety Commission is now looking into Virginia-
based Luber Liquidators...         This comes after a "60 Minutes" report 
accused the company of selling contaminated laminate flooring from 
china.     The company says it complies with regulations and it 
reassuring consumers its flooring is safe.     Concerned customers can 
sign u...

Community Concerns 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W NEW BLUE BELL RECALL BLUE BELL HAS ADDED ANOTHER ICE CREAM PRODUCT TO ITS LIST 
OF ITEMS BEING RECALLED DUE TO POTENTIAL LISTERIA 
CONTAMINATION.      NOW IT'S RECALLING THREE OUNCE CUPS OF 
CHOCOLATE, VANILLA AND STRAWBERRY ICE CREAM.     THESE 
AREN'T THE PACKAGES YOU'D BUY IN STORES--THEY WERE 
DISTRIBUTED TO PLACES LIKE HOSPITALS, LIKE ONE IN KANSAS, 
WHERE SEVERAL PEOPL

Community Concerns 3/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RICHMOND RECYCLING If you live in the city of Richmond and have any electronics or papers 
you want to get rid of, tomorrow is your day.  The city is hosting an E-
cycle Day from nine to two at Broad Rock Park on Old Warwick Road.      
You can recycle things like printers, computer monitors, radios, VCRs, 
camcorders and microwaves for free. Televisions will cost ten-do...

Community Concerns 3/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F 10K PREPS We're just a few hours away from the Ukrop's Monument Avenue 10-k 
in richmond...     It's expected to bring some 32-thousand people to 
the city..     It also means a lot of streets are going to be closed!          
Brent Solomon has what you need to know tonight... if you're planning 
to run, or if you just need to get around:...

Community Concerns 3/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F FOOD BACKPACKS A new partnership ensures that hundreds of Richmond students will 
have healthy meals on the weekends.     Thanks to the Cigna 
foundation and Blessings in a backpack, 200 students at Carver 
Elementary will get food backpacks every Friday during the school year 
for the next three years.   The principal says it will give them the boost 
they need to be...

Community Concerns 3/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SICK CHILD We begin tonight with the community rallying around a toddler, who'se 
fighting for her young life..  Skylar Waldrop started off with a fever 
almost two-weeks ago, but after it got worse, she was flown to uva 
medical center in Charlottesville.  Now, as Susan Bahorich tells us- 
complete strangers are coming together to support her and her 
family....

Community Concerns 3/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M PROVIDENCE PLAN Big plans for a chesterfield school include changes for the 
neighborhood surrounding it -- but now the people who live there are 
divided on what's to come...   The nearby community is split  over 
concerns that the renovation could extend into their property.    Curtis 
McCloud is outside the school. This will be the subject of a community 
meeting to...

Community Concerns 3/31/2015 FOXHOUR1 10PT UR ASSAULT MEETING While the investigation is going on right now, we found that students 
have already been taking a proactive approach when it comes to 
addressing sexual assaults on campus. Hayley Durudogan may only be 
a freshman--but she's played a big role in influencing the University of 
Richmond's campus as it tackles the issue of sexual violence at 
school.one ra...



Consumer & Economy & 
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1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F GAS OIL PRICES WHILE SOME BELIEVE PLUNGING FUEL PRICES ARE GOOD FOR THE 
ECONOMY -- THE IMPACT IS NOT ALL ROSY.       TONIGHT -- FOX 
NEWS CHIEF CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENT MIKE EMANUEL 
LOOKS AT FUEL -- THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY....
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1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F ALASKA AIRLINE BAG FEE THE SEASON OF GIVING ISN'T OVER FOR PASSENGERS FLYING 
ALASKA AIRLINES.     THE AIRLINE IS WAIVING ITS 25 DOLLAR FIRST-
BAG FEE FOR THE ENTIRE MONTH OF JANUARY.     TO TAKE 
ADVANTAGE OF THE OFFER, PASSENGERS MUST BE A MEMBER OF 
ALASKA AIRLINES' MILEAGE PLAN OR BE TRAVELING WITH A MEMBER 
ON THE SAME RESERVATION.     YOU CAN SIGN UP FOR FREE ONLINE 
OR...
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1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T PETCO TREATS Petco says it's completely removed all china-made dog and cat treats 
from its store shelves of its more than 13-hundred retail stores 
nationwide.   It's the first national pet retailer to pull the treats.There 
are concerns Chinese-made treats have sickened or killed thousands of 
dogs in the U-S since 2007.PetSmart plans to have the treats off the 
s...
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1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R FORT LEE Dozens gathered at Fort Lee tonight to express concerns about 
potential cuts to the base.The Army is considering eliminating 70-
thousand troops nationwide next year.This is on top of 80-thousand 
soldiers who already lost their jobs last year.Fort Lee is looking at 
roughly 36-hundred cuts… with about 9-hundred, already made last 
year.Tonight communi...
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1/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F COMMUNITY COLLEGE PLAN PRESIDENT OBAMA WANTS "YOU" TO HAVE TWO,FREE, YEARS ....  AT 
A COMMUNITY COLLEGE -- IF YOU QUALIFY.       IT WOULD COME AT 
A HIGH PRICE THOUGH.  ....  AND SO FAR, NO ONE IS EXACTLY SURE, 
HOW TO PAY FOR IT.       RICH EDSON ... LOOKS AT WHETHER THE 
PLAN MAKES EDUCATIONAL -- AND FINANCIAL -- SENSE....
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1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO JOB FAIR TOMORROW #VALUE!
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1/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T GETTING RID XMAS DEBT Lingering Christmas debt can cause serious money problems.  But, 
there are ways you can get a handle on your finances and pay-off 
those post holiday bills starting now.      Financial experts tell me, it 
comes down to making some sacrifices -- but they don't have to be big 
ones:...
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1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W LEFTOVER PELL GRANT CASH College students are racking up student loan debt, but are they taking 
advantage of all the grant money available?    A new study reveals 
they're leaving nearly 3 billion dollars in free Pell Grants on the table.      
Those grants are federal money for college you don't have pay back.      
Heather Sullivan looks into why more students applying for...
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1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W LEFTOVER PELL GRANT CASH (Heather Sullivan/reporting)     A study by NerdWallet found 17,388 
students in Virginia were eligible for Pell Grants but did not apply.      
The average award is $3536.     Nerdwallet says that leaves 
61,498,653 dollars that students could have received ... and would 
never have to pay back. Student loan debt is skyrocketing.  The 
average amount p...
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1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R TAX HELP DON'T BOTHER If you have tax questions, pack some patience, when calling the 
I.R.S.The agency's chief says, fewer than half the people who call this 
year-- will actually get to talk to a person.   If you *do* get through, 
your wait time  is probably, a half hour or more!       The agency says 
more money would help ... but Mike Emanuel spoke with some in 
congres...
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1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R FAKE IRS CALLS A warning from the Internal Revenue Service ... Right at the start of 
Tax Season.   Don't believe the con, if you get a scam call --The calls 
are really scary and threatening. If you get one, ignore the caller and 
just hang up, says the Better Business Bureau.  We talked with a 
Henrico woman who's dealing with these type calls right now....
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1/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F TAX CHANGES Tax time is here and according to tax preparers -- the next four weeks       
will be the busiest ... as people flood offices in hopes of getting 
returns.       This year, there's a big change that could affect, how 
much you get back.      Chrystina Head has a few tips....
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1/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F GOODYEAR TIRE RECALL GOODYEAR IS RECALLING THOUSANDS OF S-U-V TIRES AFTER 
FINDING SMALL CRACKS IN THE TREAD DURING ENDURANCE 
TESTING.THE RECALL COVERS THE 18-INCH FORTERA HL TIRES... 
MADE FROM NOVEMBER 30th THROUGH JANUARY 10th.GOODYEAR 
TIRE AND RUBBER SAYS THE PROBLEM HASN'T CAUSED ANY 
CRASHES.IF YOU HAVE THESE TIRES, YOU CAN HAVE THEM 
REPLACED FOR FREE AT ANY GOODYEA...
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1/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M KIA RECALL In today's consumer alert--a fire hazard prompts Kia Motors of 
America to recall thousands of cars.         Nearly 87 thousand Kia 
Fortes from the 2014 model are being recalled because         of faulty 
equipment that could cause the cars to catch fire.         According to 
documents filed by U-S auto safety regulators..the cooling         fan 
resi...
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1/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M WAZE APP Police lobby to shut down a feature on a popular traffic app.    People 
all over the world use google's "waze"  app on i-phones and 
androids.It alerts drivers to issues like car accidents and construction 
work, but also lets users warn others when police are nearby. Some 
worry this -could- put officers' lives in danger.    google isn't 
commenting,...
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1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T BABY MONITOR HACKED if you're a parent... listen to this!A NANNY SAYS A MAN HACKED INTO 
THE BABY MONITOR OF THE CHILD SHE WAS CARING FOR!THE 
CREEPY PART IS HOW SHE FOUND OUT... SHE SAYS THE MAN 
STARTED TALKING TO HER THROUGH THE MONITOR.   PHIL ARCHER 
HAS THE STORY--AND A WARNING FOR PARENTS EVERYWHERE:...
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1/28/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W COLLEGE EMAIL SCAM Paying for college isn't easy... so the last thing you need is someone 
trying to rip you off through a job offer!     The FBI and BBB area 
sounding the alarm about a new emal scam, targeting students.     It 
looks like  work from home offer--claiming you'll be doing work for a 
company's human resources department.     But here's the red flag:  it 
a...
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1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HOPEWELL BUSINESS If you're thinking about starting a business in Hopewell, listen up. You 
could qualify to win 70-thousand dollars under a new program.  Here's 
how it works: A group called The Hopewell Community Business 
Launch, is now accepting applications .  Participants will attend eight 
weekly business classes and have a chance to compete for $70-
thousand doll...
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2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R RADIO SHACK Radio Shack's big makeover doesn't seem to have worked... today, the 
electronics retailer filed for bankruptcy!     Radio Shack used to be the 
go-to spot when people needed electronics.     But it's been losing 
money for years, as more people started shopping online, and at big 
box stores.     The company says it will sell up to 24-hundred stores....
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2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R ANTHEM BREACH A warning to anyone with Anthem health insurance to be extra vigilant -
---after one of the largest cyber attacks to hit Virginia.       The 
nationwide breach affects the personal information of tens of millions 
of customers.  Ashley Monfort has what you need to know if you're one 
of them....
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2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T WHITE OAK TRAFFIC People living in an eastern Henrico neighborhood say truckers are 
putting them in danger by using their street as part of their route.  
Truckers are using White Oak Road to get to the nearby technology 
park.      GPS says it's the best way to go -- but the county says it's 
not.  And as Ashley Monfort tells us, there could soon be consequences 
for i...
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2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T DEALING WITH DEBT If you're dealing with debt, you aren't alone.       One in three adults 
are in the same boat..     But most people don't know their rights, 
when it comes to dealing with aggressive debt collectors.     Experts 
say the first step should always be trying to talk it out--come up with a 
plan for paying your debt and explain it to the collectors.     i...
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2/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO INVESTMENT If you still have to work for a living after tonight's Powerball drawing, 
here's some good news..       new jobs are coming to Henrico,  thanks 
to an international company's expansion plans!    Governor mcauliffe 
announced today "San-J international" will bring 18 new jobs.     The 
company plans to increase production with state-of-the-art 
equipmen...
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2/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W KD HIRING 1600 Kings Dominion is hiring right now... it's looking to fill 16-hundred 
jobs!        There are open positions in food and beverage, guest 
services, first aid and other departments.It's looking to fill the jobs by 
the end of March.        You must be at least 15 years old--and you can 
apply on line at king's dominion dot com....
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2/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R ASHLAND WALMART We're getting more details about a new walmart coming to HANOVER.    
The "neighborhood market" will be on Sliding Hill Road, near the Kings 
Charter area.    A walmart spokesperson tells us the store should open 
this spring, and that employees are already stocking the shelves.     
The store will include a grocery store and other merchandise....
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2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SPACE HEATER SAFETY Be careful, using a space heater, as the temperature drops!     Fire 
officials are worried about scenes like this.    This fire, last year on 
Nine Mile Road was caused by an extension chord, plugged into the 
space heater, that overheated.    Then, there's this fire on Brittles 
lane, that was caused by materials too close to a space heater.     
Fire...
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2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 103F COLD CROPS The cold snap is hitting some of the places  .... people usually go to 
"avoid" the chilly weather.     Places like southern, Florida!It isn't quite, 
as cold there, as it is here, but it's cold enough to give farmers a fit!     
They're doing everything they can to minimize damage to their crops, 
but no matter what they do, they know -- there's going...
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2/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W BENEFUL LAWSUIT Some people say a dog food that's supposed to be more healthy, is 
actually making their  dogs sick!             The suit claims thousands of 
dogs have been sickened or died from eating Purina's Beneful dog 
food.The company calls the suit baseless.But one Henrico woman is 
concerned.She tells Kelly Avellino she lost three dogs to liver failure 
and sh...
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2/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W ANTHEM UPDATE Tonight, we've learned an Anthem data breach could now involve 
millions of people who aren't even with the insurance giant.   Susan 
Bahorich is live with the latest on what you need to know:...
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3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M COSTCO DEAL CARD We now know who will replace Amercan Express,as Costco's credit 
card of choice..     The wholesale club just struck a deal with citi-
group, to issue its new co-branded "visa" credit cards.     The store 
says the deal is subject to CITIgroup buying the company's co-
branded credit card portfolio.       Costco and American Express parted 
ways after fa...
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3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HUNDAI RECALL HYUNDAI ... IS RECALLING MORE THAN 2-HUNDRED-THOUSAND OF 
ITS ELANTRAS...     THE PROBLEM IS A POWER STEERING DEFECT 
THAT INCREASES THE RISK OF A CRASH.       THE RECALL AFFECTS 
ELANTRA SEDANS -- MADE BETWEEN 2008 AND 20-10, AS WELL AS 
ELANTRA TOURING HATCHBACKS --  FROM 2009 AND 20-10.   
HYUNDAI SAYS ONLY ABOUT THREE PERCENT OF THOSE CARS --  
ACTUA...
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3/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W IPHONE TRACKING We have an alert tonight for anyone with an i-phone..     you probably 
already know that any cell phone can track your whereabouts.     but 
did you know the i-phone knows where you go, how long you stay 
there, and it stores all of that info?"     Apple says the phone stores 
that information because it enables some apps -- like map and g-p-s -- 
to w...
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3/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W ASHLAND TRAFFIC New information on a major road project we told you was coming to 
Ashland...  As long as the weather holds out, work to improve the 
intersection of Route One and England Street begins Monday.      The 
six-and-a-half million dollar expansion includes, more turn lanes and 
through lanes, along with sidewalks and crosswalks.     in the short 
term, it w...
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3/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CFIELD FRESH MARKET A LOCAL GROCERY STORE IS EXPANDING IN CHESTERFIELD COUNTY.    
"FRESH MARKET" ...  JUST ANNOUNCED IT IS MOVING INTO THE 
SPACE ...THAT FORMERLY HOUSED THE BARNES AND NOBLE, ON 
COMMONWEALTH CENTER PARKWAY.      THIS IS THE CHAIN'S, 14TH 
STORE IN VIRGINIA,  AND ITS SECOND IN CHESTERFIELD COUNTY.    
THE STORE WILL OPEN LATE THIS YEAR....
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3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R FROZEN PIPES When the weather dips below freezing--the biggest headache for 
homeowners has been burst pipes.     In fact there have been 
hundreds of calls across Central Virginia--keeping companies 
extremely busy.     And tonight... it's going to get well below freezing 
once again!     We've talked before about preventing frozen pipes...  
but if it *does* happe...
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3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M APPLE WATCH Apple released its long-awaited smart watch today...     it's the 
company's first new product in years...          it has most of  the same 
features as other smart watches on the market.     however, with this 
watch, you can use apple pay -- just like with your i-phone.     if you 
don't have an i-phone, you won't be able to use many of its features...
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3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HERRING WARNING A consumer alert, from Virginia's, Attorney General.  A phishing scam 
involving emails, phone calls, and social media messages --- claims to 
be from that office.     It's posted right now on the AG's website -- a 
warning about messages thattalk about arrest warrants, over unpaid 
debts.     The Attorney General's Office does not operate in that 
mann...
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3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CREDIT REPORT The nation's big three credit-reporting companies are changing the 
way they do business.   Experian, Equifax, and Transunion all agreed 
to provide more transparency.     to start, medical debts won't appear 
on a credit report until they are at least 1-hundred-80 days late.       
that will allow more time for insurance payments to be applied....
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3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HYUNDAI RECALL Another big recall from Hyundai tonight..     This time, the Korean 
automaker is recalling more than 26-thousand of its Genesis luxury 
cars.     There's a potential water leak in 20-15 models, that could 
cause the gear shifter to malfunction... and either delay shifting, or 
display the wrong gear on the instrument panel.     Hyundai will start 
send...
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3/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T LAND PURCHASE the purchase of a large property in Henrico is generating speculation 
about what a Richmond philanthropist will build there.     The Scott 
Farm is almost 1-hundred acres near I-95 and I-295 and has been in 
the family for generations.     It's zoned agricultural, but it could 
become a multi-use property with the county's approval.  Ashley 
Monfort  h...
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3/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T LAND PURCHASE the new owner Riverstone Properties has a variety of options when it 
comes to trying to figure out what to build here.  Now for the people 
living around here that means possible change for an area that has 
stayed country for decades.Throughout the years --there has been a 
lot of interest in the 99 acres belonging to the Scott Farm.But the 
deals nev...
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3/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T KRAFT RECALL Is there Kraft Macaroni and Cheese in your pantry?  Then you need to 
hear this!     Kraft is recalling millions of boxes of its original flavored 
Mac and Cheese, because small pieces of metal turned up in some 
boxes..     The boxes in question have "best by" dates ranging from 
Sept. 18, 2015 through Oct. 11, 2015 and are marked with the code 
"C2."...
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3/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R TARGET SETTLES Big news tonight if you were affected by that massive data breach at 
Target.      The retailer is ready to pay millions to settle a class-action 
lawsuit.     40 million credit and debit card accounts were exposed in 
the breach in 20-13.Now a judge has given preliminary approval to a 
10-million dollar settlement.if you are affected by the breach-- y...
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3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F GRACO RECALL Graco  just got hit --  with the largest penalty ever -- for a car seat 
maker.      10 million dollars.      Federal regulators say Graco, knew 
about a defect that caused the buckle, on certain seats to get stuck in 
the latched position, trapping childrenin their seat.    Despite that, the 
company waited months, before recalling -- more than four m...
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3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HEALTHCARE TAXES It has been in the news for nearly two years...      However, a lot of 
people still didn't know that starting *this* year, if you don't have 
health insurance, you have to pay a tax penalty.     So, as Curtis 
McCloud tells us... those people are getting a little more time:...
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3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F FLASHNOTES If you're a college student looking to make a little extra cash, how 
about getting paid to go to class!     There's a website that lets you do 
just that..     It's called "flashnotes", and here's how it works.     You 
go to class... take notes... type them up... and upload them.     Then 
other students, who missed class, pay to download them.     Y...
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3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M TEEN DRIVE IT'S THE CAR THAT CAN TRACK YOUR TEEN'S DRIVING HABITS.              
AND, IT'S COMING TO A CAR DEALERSHIP NEAR YOU. GENERAL 
MOTORS WANTS TO HELP REDUCE TEEN CRASHES WITH A NEW 
SYSTEM CALLED- TEEN DRIVE.       THE CAR WILL MUTE THE RADIO 
WHEN THE FRONT PASSENGERS AREN'T BUCKLED IN...        IT WILL 
LET PARENTS CONTROL THE CAR'S TOP SPEED.       IT W...
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3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SMART CREDIT CARDS Credit card companies are working to make your next card more 
secure..     They're phasing in "smartcard" technology.     if you 
haven't seen one of these cards yet... they have a gold square on the 
front.     instead of swiping and signing, the new chip cards go into a 
card reader.     The card and terminal work together to protect your in-
store p...
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3/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R KRAFT CHEESE SINGLES ISSUE Developing now, Kraft is explaining what is in this cheese.    A 
mississippi woman took these pictures, of what she believed was  glass 
in her kraft singles.     But KRaft released a statement saying it isn't 
glass..     It's likely lactose crystals that sometimes can form from the 
natural sugars found in milk.However, if you find these lactose cry...

Crime & Public Safety 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 10PW ORCUTT LANE SHOOTING FOLO NOW ON TO RICHMOND WHERE POLICE MAKE AN arrest in deadly 
south Richmond shooting.    23-year-old Shelly Greer-Kearney is 
charged with involuntary manslaughter in the death of 32-year-old 
Delmond Jones.    Jones was found shot in his apartment off Orcutt 
Lane, around 9:00 p.m. Tuesday.    He later died at the hospital.    
Detectives tell us they bel...

Crime & Public Safety 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F PBURG ARREST Petersburg police make an arrest in a deadly New Year's Eve 
shooting...21 YEAR OLD RENARD FISHER IS ACCUSED IN THE 
SHOOTING THAT LEFT JAYMONTA JONES DEAD, AND ANOTHER MAN 
IN THE HOSPITAL.POLICE FOUND BOTH VICTIMS IN THE 2000 BLOCK 
OF FERNDALE AVENUE AROUND12-30 THURSDAY MORNING.BOTH 
WERE RUSHED TO V-C-U MEDICAL CENTER... BUT MR. JONES LATER 
DIED FI

Crime & Public Safety 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F WEST END HOAX A big scare in Henrico today!Police rush to a neighborhood off Gaskins 
Road for a report of a woman shot inside a home on Sloman Place....It 
had many of you calling our newsroom, asking what was going 
on...Police now tell us, it seems like this was all some sort of a 
hoax!Curtis McCloud explains tonight:...

Crime & Public Safety 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RIC COP SHOT Welcome to the news at ten, i'm mike valerio in for Diane Walker...We 
begin tonight with that Richmond police officer, wounded in a shootout 
this afternoon...This happened in the Fulton Neighborhood...We're told 
Officer William Turner is in critical condition right now... but the good 
news is, he is expected to recover.The suspect's injuries are al...

Crime & Public Safety 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F POLICE PURSUIT An eastern Henrico neighborhood is on alert tonight, after a suspect 
took off running through the woods nearby.This was all part of a police 
chase where the suspect lost control of his pick up truck on Route 5 
near Willis Church Road.It all started with a routine traffic stop..The 
suspect is still on the run.Ashley Monfort has our story tonight:...

Crime & Public Safety 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M YOUTH VOL ARRESTED Also breaking tonight... a former Spotsylvania youth volunteer stands 
accused of sexually assaulting children!!!52 year old Gregory Yeamans 
is charged with two counts of aggravated sexual battery... and one 
count taking indecent liberties with a minor.Police say the alleged 
crimes happened at his home... the victims are 11 and 12 year old 
boys.They...



Crime & Public Safety 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M EASTERN HENRICO ROBBERIES We're tracking The newest information tonight on two back-to-back 
robberies, in eastern Henrico.Police arrested two people, but they are 
are still looking for another suspect--who was wearing a mask, when 
he robbed a business.Ashley Monfort has this crime alert from 
henrico:...

Crime & Public Safety 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10P HEADLINES #VALUE!
Crime & Public Safety 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T DEADLY SHOOTING Henrico police are identifying the victim of a Sandston homicide.      

Police say 21-year-old Brandon Nathaniel Wright's body was found at 
the intersection of Green Pasture and Hanover Roads.      At this point, 
it's not clear how Wright died, but neighbors say they heard 
gunshots.Police have not released a  suspect description, but if you 
have any...

Crime & Public Safety 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T PBURG MISSING Right now,  Petersburg Police need your help finding a missing man!     
This is 33 year old Jeremiah Jones -- His family reported him missing 
last Wednesday, New Year's Eve.      Jones lives, in the 2-thousand 
block, of Country Lane in Petersburg.     He has tattoos on both 
forearms.     If you think you've seen Jones, call Crime Solvers -- that 
nu...

Crime & Public Safety 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CFIELD ROBBERY Now to a crime alert out of Chesterfield - where police are trying to 
find two masked robbers.    Authorities say the two crooks robbed a 
man last Friday, here On South Hyannis Drive, that's in a 
neighborhood behind the Pocono Green Shopping Center, off 
Midlothian Turnpike,    It happened in broad daylight -- and at one 
point, one of the crooks put...

Crime & Public Safety 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W NEW KENT CRIME #VALUE!
Crime & Public Safety 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R CARJACKING UPDATE Developing now -- police continue to search for three carjacking 

suspects last seen in eastern Henrico.     Police say two victims were 
carjacked at a storage facility in the 9-thousand block of Brook Road 
Wednesday afternoon.The suspects took off. One driver stopped on 
West Seminary Avenue and ran.The other suspects drove off on I-95 
and police lo...

Crime & Public Safety 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R PURSE DAYCARE THEFTS A crime alert now, as investigators work to track down thieves, who 
are stealing purses from cars at daycare centers.      A half dozen cars 
were hit from Tuesday into Wednesday of this week.       Kelly Avellino 
is in Hanover where investigators say... these bad guys have a 
strategy....

Crime & Public Safety 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R RICHMOND POLICE We're learning more details about Richmond Police Chief Ray 
Tarasovic's expected announcement about stepping down by the end 
of next month.  While speculation is swirling, according to sources, 
Mayor Dwight Jones will *not* name a new or interim chief at the 
press conference tomorrow.   He is, however, expected to explain the 
selection process for...

Crime & Public Safety 1/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HENRICO GANG ARREST We've just learned from henrico police, they made another arrest in a 
gang-related attack.    The latest arrest ...  is 21-year-old, Jamall 
Harold Martin.    Police say, he was involved in the assault, on Pony 
Farm Drive that happened back in September of 20-13.    MArtin is the 
fourth arrest in this case.    Police say a man was attacked as part o...

Crime & Public Safety 1/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RPD CHANGES Richmond is in need of a new police chief! Today Mayor Dwight Jones 
and Chief Ray Tarasovic announced what we were first to tell you 
yesterday--Tarasovic is retiring next month! Laura Geller broke this 
story for us.She's at police headquarters with the latest information....



Crime & Public Safety 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHESTERFIELD CHILD SHOT We're learning more tonight, about the shocking case of a shooting 
that sent a 5-year-old to the hospital!   Investigators tell us *another* 
child found the gun at the Winchester Greens Apartments and shot his 
friend.That child is going to be okay...  but tonight, his mother's 
boyfriend is facing charges!Brent Solomon continues our coverage 
from ch...

Crime & Public Safety 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHESTERFIELD PIZZA ROBBERY And in Chesterfield, police are still looking for two men they say held 
up a pizza place at gunpoint.      Officers were called to the Pizza 
Express on Chester Village Drive--      Police say the two men 
approached the clerk, demanded money then ran off.      No one was 
hurt.      Police don't have a good suspect description at this time.       
Cal...

Crime & Public Safety 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M MURDER ARREST A break in a deadly henrico shooting case tonight...Two people, 
including a juvenile, have been arrested in connection to the shooting 
death of Brandon Wright in Henrico's east end.     18-year-old Darrin 
Evans -- faces robbery and two gun-related charges, in the case -- an 
unidentified 17 year old male is also charged. The 21 year old victim 
was f...

Crime & Public Safety 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO MCDONALDS ROBBERY A crime alert out of Henrico --- where McDonald's employees are held 
at gunpoint!    Officers tell us it happened right here, on Chamberlayne 
around 6-30, this morning.    They say the armed suspect, came in the 
store and demanded money, then he ran off.    Police do not  have a 
good description of the suspect, other than he was wearing a black 
coa...

Crime & Public Safety 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHESTERFIELD CHILD SHOT (concerned neighbor) 327 "There was a scream and then my neighbor 
was knocking on my door saying help me, my baby."    This licensed 
practical nurse lives just next door to where it all unfolded.     She 
doesn't want to be identified but rushed to the little boy's 
aid.(concerned neighbor)  511 "If you have an entrance wound, you've 
got to have an e...

Crime & Public Safety 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W PURSE SNATCHING As if parents didn't have enough to worry about... police tell us thieves 
are zeroing in on daycares in Chesterfield!   Over the last week, purses 
and valuables have been stolen from vehicles at three different child 
care centers at different times and days.Chesterfield County reporter 
Susan Bahorich has the latest on the investigation....

Crime & Public Safety 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO INDECENT EXPOSURE In Henrico -- 21-year-old, Jessy Daniel Babbitt -- now faces indecent 
liberties charges -- after police say he exposed himself, to two 
juveniles on Brook Road.    Police aren't releasing many details on the 
September incident -- only saying that babbitt was arrested, earlier 
this month....

Crime & Public Safety 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W BROOK ROAD ROBBERY Also in Henrico right now, Police need your help to find an armed 
robbery suspect.     It happened yesterday in the 5-thousand block of 
Brook Road.     Police say the armed man came into the store, took 
money from the register then left.     There's no good description of 
the suspect, other than he was wearing a red-hooded sweatshirt with a 
white z...

Crime & Public Safety 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO PROSTITUTION FOLO #VALUE!
Crime & Public Safety 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R THOMAS SENTENCE A Petersburg man who used his cell phone to record the arrest that left 

him bloody and bruised... is convicted today, of resisting arrest!   
Devin Thomas claims officers used excessive force in making the 
arrest... but police argued his video doesn't tell the whole story, and 
today, the  judge found *Thomas* was actually in the wrong. He will 
not h...



Crime & Public Safety 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RVA PROTESTORS Dozens of Justice R-V-a protestors took to the streets of downtown 
Richmond again today... demanding police reforms, among other 
things.     And today... the police department said it's willing to talk to 
them about it.     Major Steve Drew says the police are willing to hold 
a public forum, to address the group's concerns..     As in previous 
case...

Crime & Public Safety 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO MANHUNT Also in Henrico... police are looking for two suspects involved in a 
chase with officers near Henrico High School.     Police say the two 
people bailed out of a stolen vehicle on Pony Farm Drive and took off 
running.      Officers spent about an hour trying to track them down, 
but no luck.     We do know, police were able to return the stolen car 
t...

Crime & Public Safety 1/21/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO GAS STATION ROBBERY A crime alert out of eastern Henrico tonight, as police look for the 
armed men behind -- two gas station robberies!    We begin with the 
hold up, on Nine Mile Road, around two this morning.    Police tell us a 
man -- armed with a knife demanded money, shoved the employee, 
used a screwdriver to open the register, then took cash.    On the way 
out of...

Crime & Public Safety 1/22/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R WHO WRECKED BIRD? These pictures show exactly why L-C Bird High School --  will be closed 
for a second day.. police say someone-- ran  a car into the building, 
sparking a fire!!Crews have been working to clean the mess up... but 
the Principal says there's still a lot to do before students can return to 
class.Susan Bahorich is at the school with more....

Crime & Public Safety 1/22/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO ARMED ROBBERY Henrico police had to use a plane to try and find -- armed robbery 
suspects.    The plane was seen circling around parts of the East End.    
Police told us, this was because of a robbery --  on Airport Drive, 
behind an apartment complex.     We're told the victim was robbed by 
two masked men, who had weapons.    The suspects took cash but no 
one wa...

Crime & Public Safety 1/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F FAKE CANCER Police say a former Chesterfield School bus driver was doing more 
than just taking students to school.. They say Katie Patterson was also  
scamming her co-workers out of money after lying and saying her 
daughter was dying!!Now, Patterson is charged with three-felony 
counts of obtaining money by false pretenses. Susan Bahorich has 
been looking into...

Crime & Public Safety 1/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHURCH HILL BREAKINS Richmond Police ramp up patrols in Church Hill after a string of car 
break-ins over the weekend.       Police tell us 10 cars were broken 
into and vandalized.       Curtis McCloud has the details in this crime 
alert....

Crime & Public Safety 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T AMBER ALERT now to an amber alert out of maryland tonight!     Maryland Police say 
... *this* man abducted his 5-month-old daughter... after punching the 
child's mother.     The baby's Dad is allegedly armed --- and at this 
very moment, an Amber Alert is active for little, Drew Marie Denny.     
Investigators want you, to be on the lookout, for a black, 20-14 S...

Crime & Public Safety 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T POLICE CHASE a man faces a list of charges tonight... after a police chase that started 
in richmond came crashing to an end in henrico.richmond police say 
they first tried to stop tavares brown's gold mercedes s-u-v on 
laburnum avenue,  for a traffic violation...but brown sped off... Henrico 
Police chased Brown as he crossed Brook Road... they say he caused a 
c...



Crime & Public Safety 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T FELONY LANE GANG Right now investigators are checking to see if an alleged gang member 
is connected to crimes out of Henrico and Chesterfield.Henrico Police 
arrested Ricardo Jean Marie and say he is a member of "The Felony 
Lane Gang."It's known for targeting women and stealing their 
identities.Because Jean-Marie's crimes are similar to incidents out of 
Chesterfield...

Crime & Public Safety 1/28/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MISSING GIRL We begin tonight with the desperate search for a teenager, who 
virginia police say -- ran away from home, to meet up with a guy, 
from illinois!     The missing girl is 16 year old Aysia Monique Lewis... 
last seen at her school in christiansburg..     They think she's with 33-
year-old Donald "Bruce" Quesenberry, Junior from Normal, Illinois.       
I...

Crime & Public Safety 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MISSING STAFFORD TEEN Happening now---Deputies search for a missing teen who hasn't been 
seen since he left home last night.     17-year-old James "Daniel" 
Marston was last seen near Vance Way in Stafford.    He is 6-1, weighs 
155 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes.      He was wearing dark 
blue jeans, a black hooded sweatshirt and a plaid jacket.    Police 
believe h...

Crime & Public Safety 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HANOVER ARREST Now to a story that's stunned Hanover County...      After an 
investigation *months* in  the making, police charge a 72 year old 
man with molesting an 11 year old boy!       And there may be other 
victims.     Susan Bahorich has our story, from hanover:...

Crime & Public Safety 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SEARCH FOR MISSING TEEN And a vigil will be held tomorrow night for missing 16-year-old Aysia 
Monique Lewis.     It will be held at Christiansburg High School - the 
last place she was seen Monday afternoon.     Police believe she ran 
away with 33-year-old Donald Quesenberry, possibly heading to 
Florida in his 2002 Nissan Altima..      She may be in danger of sexual 
exploi...

Crime & Public Safety 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F SOLICITATION ARRESTS New details tonight on an internet, sting, operation that landed a local 
youth minister ...  and a former dispatcher behind bars.       Louisa 
County, Sheriff's, investigators say --- Jonathan (SNAY -ER) Schnyer 
.... and Ray Calvin Lester -- face solicitation of a minor charges.    
Investigators say that Schnyer (snay-er) had worked with children i...

Crime & Public Safety 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F ATTKISSON SENTENCED Two years.That's the sentence for an Ashland C-E-O for having sex 
with a teenage girl who once dated his son.Todd Attkisson was 
convicted of taking indecent liberties with a child.But the head of the 
Ashland Roller Mills company was granted work release--which means 
he will report to jail each night.     Ashley Monfort was in the 
courtroom today an...

Crime & Public Safety 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M INNSBROOK SHOOTING Hernico Police are investigating a shooting near the Innsbrook area.  
Police tell us a shot was fired in the air following a fight in a parking lot 
in the four-thousand block of Cox Road.  We know this happened early 
Sunday morning.    Police have not found any signs of property 
damaged,a dn no one was injured....

Crime & Public Safety 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M FOOD LION ROBBERY Now to a Crime alert on Richmond's Southside---police need your help 
finding the man who robbed a shopper at gunpoint.This all happened 
at the Food Lion in the 64-hundred block of Jahnke Road--Police tell us 
the victim was putting groceries into the back of his car when the 
suspect approached him and demanded money.     Police are asking 
anyone who...



Crime & Public Safety 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M REALTORS TARGETED a crime alert now... about someone, apparently targeting female 
"realtors"!     this warning is from the virginia association of realtors.It 
says someone is calling the women to request a viewing. The caller 
wants to meet in remote locations at night, and refuses to meet during 
the day, or in any type of public locations.     there's also, no calle...

Crime & Public Safety 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CFIELD ARREST A Chesterfield man faces a dozen charges -- arrested as part of a sex 
sting, by police hundreds of miles away!!  investigators in Washington 
County, Virginia say Jason Laseter sent suggestive and sexually 
explicit photos to what he thought was a 14-year-old girl. Susan 
Bahorich talks with a man who was roomates with Laseter for years:...

Crime & Public Safety 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T RAPE CHARGES Right now, Henrico Police are investigating the alleged rape of two 
juveniles at a bowling alley.     Police have charged 18 year old 
Thomas Pherigo Jackson with the crime, at the alley on Shrader Lane.     
But his parents say their son suffers from mental disabilities and they 
do not believe he did this.     They spoke to with our Ashley 
Monfort.....

Crime & Public Safety 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W DAYCARE ARREST a Chesterfield man is  accused of taking indecent liberties with a child 
at a daycare.       28-year-old antonio david senior ... is also charged 
with Indecent Exposure.  police say while working at  -- A Little Peace 
of Mind Daycare, david exposed himself to an 11-year-old  little girl.  A 
daycare spokesperson tells us, background checks are done...

Crime & Public Safety 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W FAKE VCU ALERT a fake email warning v-c-u students of a terror alert -- is making the 
rounds on campus.      THe subject line says, "VCU Terror Email Alert"  
...  Students are asked to send their user name, and password to 
verify their information, because their account will be deleted in 24 
hours.      VCU's, I-t, department says ....  it's not real, and student...

Crime & Public Safety 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO ROBBERY Now to a crime alert, stretching from Richmond into Henrico.     Police 
are working to track down four suspects, who trailed a victim with 
their car... and then held him at gunpoint.        This crime alert, 
stretches from Richmond into Henrico.  Investigators tell us... the 
robbers followed the victim from the VCU area... all the way into 
Henrico....

Crime & Public Safety 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R CFIELD MURDER Investigators say an ongoing dispute is behind an early morning 
murder in Chesterfield County.       37-year-old, Sherman Hur-rye, Jr   
.... is being held without bond, charged in the shooting death of Terrell 
Brown.  Brown was found in the front yard of a home on Tinsberry 
Drive, just after three a-m.      Brown's brother says he doesn't know 
Hur-...

Crime & Public Safety 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R TWO HENRICO ROBBERIES In Henrico, police say they still need your help finding this suspect, 
who robbed two stores within 90 minutes, of the other last night.    
Police say the man robbed stores on West Broad and Near Three Chopt 
and Pemberton.    Both times, he was armed, stole cash and ran off.     
Call crime stoppers if you recognize this man....

Crime & Public Safety 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R BARTEE RD ROBBERY Two home invasion suspects return to the scene of the crime--and this 
time, they're caught on camera!     Take a look at this amazing video 
taken just yesterday, during a burglary at a home on Bartee Road in 
south Richmond.      You can see the two men kicking in a side door -- 
one of them holding a gun.      Police think this is the same pair who...



Crime & Public Safety 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R LOUISA SHOOTING Right now, the search is on for a man who shot someone twice -- and 
the victim was apparently just trying to be a good samaritan...       this 
is all happening right now in louisa county...where the sheriff is urging 
residents to be cautious.      The man was shot twice when he pulled 
over to help -- who he thought, was a family with car trouble....

Crime & Public Safety 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HOME INVASION An entire Chesterfield neighborhood watching out tonight -- as the 
search continues right now, for an armed man who burst into a 
couple's home -- tied them up and robbed them!  It happened last 
night around 10 o'clock in the 81-hundred block of Graves Road.The 
couple is expected to be okay.      Susan Bahorich, is at the police 
station with the lat...

Crime & Public Safety 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F CFIELD GUN SCARE BREAKING RIGHT NOW... A MAN IS IN CUSTODY TONIGHT AFTER 
FIRING A GUN INTO THE AIR!!      THIS ALL STARTED AS A 
DOMESTIC,  DISPUTE   ... IN A NEIGHBORHOOD IN THE 61-HUNDRED 
BLOCK OF STRATHMORE ROAD, OFF CHIPPENHAM PARKWAY.       
POLICE SAY WHEN THEY ARRIVED, THE MAN PULLED OUT A GUN AND 
SHOT INTO THE AIR TO SHOW HE WAS SERIOUS.          STRATHMORE 
S

Crime & Public Safety 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F PEEPING TOM Some Chesterfield neighbors band together... to track down an alleged 
peeping tom!     It all started when one of them noticed something 
suspicious, at the Chester Village Green Apartments.     Sarah Bloom 
picks up the story from there:...

Crime & Public Safety 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F CFIELD FAKE OFFICER A crime alert out of Chesterfield -- police say you need to be on the 
lookout for a man they say is pretending to be a officer to steal 
money.     They tell us on January 29th and february 4th, the man 
called someone while pretending to be a police officer, and asking for 
donations.    We're told the man has a heavy northern accent.    Police 
say t...

Crime & Public Safety 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RVA BURGLARY ON CAM New video shows a burglary suspect stealing from a home in 
Richmond.    Police just sent us this video from a Surveillance system 
at the house on Old Midlothian Turnpike.     Look closely, you see a 
man pull up in the driveway, he gets out, walks to the front porch and 
out of the frame.     Police say he tried to get inside the home, but 
couldn't,...

Crime & Public Safety 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO ROBBERY ARREST Henrico police have arrested two armed robbery suspects and 
investigators believe they are connected to three different crimes.     
THey tell us last Wednesday, Berkley Wade and Tracy Crisp -- robbed 
someone on West Broad Street.     Wade was charged with robbery 
and use of a firearm, in the commission of a felon.      Crisp was 
charged with posses...

Crime & Public Safety 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHASE CRASH A police chase that began in henrico tonight, came crashing to an end 
in richmond... and sent two people to the hospital!     Police haven't 
told us why they first started chasing the red s-u-v in Henrico..     
Richmond police took over when it crossed the city line...     Then, the 
s-u-v hit a silver Kia near the intersection of Miller and Overbro...

Crime & Public Safety 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T DINWIDDIE SHOOTING Right now, we're following a developing story out of Dinwiddie -- 
where a man is dead, and his son faces first-degree murder!     The 
Dinwiddie Sheriff's office says deputies  found 42 year old Irvin 
Faison's body at a home in the 4100 block of Lee Drive... around three 
this afternoon.     He had been shot to death.     Faison's son -- 18 -
year-old...



Crime & Public Safety 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T BROOK RD SHOOTING Police are piecing together clues after a man was shot at a traffic light 
in front of a busy Henrico shopping Center. The man is still recovering 
from the shooting on Brook Road, near the Brook Run Shopping 
Center.   That's where we find Susan Bahorich with an update....

Crime & Public Safety 2/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W DINWIDDIE SHOOTING UPDATE There is new information regarding a Dinwiddie teenager accused of 
killing his father.   Court documents reveal 18 year old James Faison 
and his mother were both granted protective orders against the 
victim!42-year-old Irvin Faison was found shot to death, after an 
apparent domestic dispute this week.Tonight,      Brent Solomon 
speaks with the susp...

Crime & Public Safety 2/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MANCHESTER HIGH STABBING #VALUE!
Crime & Public Safety 2/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO BODY CAMS Henrico County Police are one step closer to getting body cameras for 

patrol officers.The department agreed to pay 4-hundred thousand 
dollars for all of the equipment--which includes storage. According to 
police, the money is coming from assets seized from criminals.The goal 
is to equip, all 4-hundred, patrol officers with cameras -- but it will 
ha...

Crime & Public Safety 2/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R TYRONE ST. SHOOTING 8:20 We start with breaking news out of Richmond: a man fighting for 
his life after being shot tonight.It happened "here" in a neighborhood 
on the 41-hundred block of Tyrone Street - that's in south 
Richmond.Police say they found a man shot once near a car, shortly 
after eight tonight. He was rushed to VCU Medical Center with life-
threatening injur...

Crime & Public Safety 2/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO PROSTITUTION ARRESTS Out of henrico, police are updating us on several prostitution arrests.   
Here's what we know:    Three people were arrested yesterday on 
Williamsburg Road, after police say their investigation lead them there.   
officers found an ad online, and were directed to the williamsburg road 
address.    All three were charged with keeping a bawdy place....

Crime & Public Safety 2/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F CHURCH HILL THEFT Caught on camera..  in broad daylight!This thief breaks into a garage 
and takes off with the goods. It's just the latest into a series of crimes 
in Richmond's Church Hill neighborhood. Susan Bahorich spoke with a 
recent victim -- about what he and other residents are doing, to keep 
it from happening again....

Crime & Public Safety 2/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MEADOWBROOK ARREST Three Chesterfield students are accused of assaulting a fellow 
classmate!!!  So far only ,18-year-old Francisco Palacios Arias, a 
student at Meadowbrook High School, has been arrested and accused 
of the sexual battery of another student inside a classroom.  Susan 
Bahorich has the latest from Chesterfield tonight....

Crime & Public Safety 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R CHURCH VANDALISM A Chesterfield pastor has a message for the vandals who targeted her 
church this week - call her.     It happened late Monday night or early 
Tuesday morning, at the New Life Outreach International church on 
Turner Road.      Someone shot dozens of windows, a church bus... 
and a passenger van with a b-b gun.     The pastor hopes whoever did 
this wil...

Crime & Public Safety 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R GUM SPRINGS ROBBERY Armed men---still on the run tonight following a terrifying robbery 
inside a Goochland home.     It happened on Cooley Road near 
Countryside West Drive.        Police have increased their presence in 
this area because of it.     Ashley Monfort talked to neighbors who are 
keeping an eye out tonight....



Crime & Public Safety 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO HOME BREAK IN In Henrico, police charged a 22-year-old man after they say he broke 
into a home on Engleside circle.    Officers say James Lamont Wheless 
broke into the home back on January 30th - stealing clothes and 
electronics.     Wheless is charged with grand larceny and possession 
of stolen property....

Crime & Public Safety 2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HENRICO ROBBERY henrico police are giving us a first look at the man they say robbed a 
store in the east end.     It  happened in the 5100 block of 
williamsburg road.   Police say the armed man approached the victim 
and demanded money.        The victim handed over the money and 
the suspect ran off.     No one was hurt.    Police believe the suspect 
was in other a...

Crime & Public Safety 2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F AMELIA HOME INVASION Now to a crime alert out of Amelia County.     That's where a home 
invasion ends in a shooting that sent one person to the hospital.      
Deputies say three men now face serious charges... accused of 
entering a home in the 12-thousand block of Five Forks Road.     
Susan Bahorich has the latest information....

Crime & Public Safety 2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F CHINESE RESTAURANT ROBBERY Richmond Police are searching for three teens, accused of robbing and 
punching a delivery driver.      Officers tell us, the victim was standing 
at the front door of a home in the 19-hundred block of 29th Street, 
when three masked teens punched him, taking his food and money.   
If you have any information. that can help solve this case, call Crime...

Crime & Public Safety 2/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M ASHLAND HOTEL ROBBERY Police NEED YOUR HELP TO catch a hotel burglar, who was caught on 
camera.    This happened at Hampton Inn, on England Street in 
Ashland.     Police hope by releasing these surveillance pictures, you 
will help them find the suspect.    So, take a good look at your screen.     
The armed man, jumped the counter and snatched cash, from the 
drawer....

Crime & Public Safety 2/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M BREAKING NEWS First, we have breaking news from Richmond... where police are 
looking for the person who shot a woman in the head!     They got the 
call around 6-15 tonight, in the 49-hundred block of Snead road... 
there, they found the wounded woman!     She's in serious condition 
tonight...  if you can help police find the shooter, call crime stoppers--
780-1000...

Crime & Public Safety 2/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T RVA ROBBERY Breaking now, in richmond.   Police need your help identifying the 
suspects in an assault and robbery.     Take a look at your screen.    
Police tell us, back on February 2nd, a man was sitting in his car near 
the 400 block of north allen avenue -- when a group of men assaulted 
him.     The suspects knocked on the car window, the victim opened 
the...

Crime & Public Safety 2/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HENRICO CRIME UPDATE AND ANOTHER CRIME ALERT, this  out of Henrico.  that's where police 
say this man is behind a robbery on Staples Mill Road.    Police say 
back on February third, 21-year-old, Da'Twan Hatton  ...  took money 
from the victim, then left with another person.     Police say Hatton 
was armed, and they believe he was homeless at the time of the 
robbery....

Crime & Public Safety 2/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R ROAD CONDITIONS Have you noticed...some of the main roads are looking pretty good 
after our latest snow storm...19:12 to 19:21 "yeah for this particular 
storm we have been able to make significant progress from the 
overnight hours into today. We are actually focusing our efforts now 
on secondary routes." And Vdot warns you still use extra caution when 
driving in t...



Crime & Public Safety 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HENRICO CHIEF You can grab coffee, with Henrico's, top cop in the morning.     Police 
Chief, Douglas Middleton  .... is hosting "Coffee with the Chief" 
tomorrow morning from 8-30 to 10-30, at the Henrico County 
Administration Board Room.     That's off East Parham Road.     The 
chief is looking to talk about, police transparency.     The department 
is also looki...

Crime & Public Safety 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RPD CHIEF Richmond's new police chief is on the job!     Chief Alfred Durham was 
sworn in this morning at Virginia Union University.Durham has 25 
years of experience prior to coming to Richmond.     Before Richmond, 
he was with D-C's Metropolitan Police.He also served for two years as 
chief of staff under former Chief Rodney Monroe....

Crime & Public Safety 3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO ROBBERIES A 17-year-old---nehind bars tonight, suspected in a string of Henrico 
robberies.     Police believe he's responsible for five robberies, in 
neighborhoods near west broad street and hungry springs road.     in 
each case, they say he threatened victims with a steak knife.     in 
once incident, a person was beaten...      Officers caught the teen on 
f...

Crime & Public Safety 3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M UVA TOWN HALLS U-V-A is holding a series of town hall meetings on campus safety this 
week...     Each focusing on one of three topics- prevention, response 
and culture.     There's a working group involved in each one.     The 
group will then take suggestions to a committee established by U-V-A 
President Teresa Sullivan.     This is following that controversial R...

Crime & Public Safety 3/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HANOVER MURDER ARREST There's new information tonight on the murder of a Hopewell taxi 
driver.    we've learned 19 year old Alisa Dejesus and 20 year old 
Dyshawn Simpson were charged with killing cab driver James Wells.    
Both were arrested yesterday in Richmond.      26-year-old Wells was 
found dead, in a burned-out minivan, back in August.     Investigators 
say the t...

Crime & Public Safety 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R CFIELD SHOOTING A man is found shot to death at a Chesterfield apartment complex and 
now police are searching for answers!Just before noon today, police 
were called to the Treetop Condomiums, in the 52-hundred block of 
Castlewood Road.     Susan Bahorich has more:...

Crime & Public Safety 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M NORFOLK MISSING TEEN UPDATE RIght now, norfolk police are still looking for missing teen Anjelica "a-
j" hadsell.     The longwood university student was reported missing 
last Tuesday.      Family members say her credit card was found a 
block from her home --- sliced in half.    There were reports she was 
spotted on VCU's campus, but police couldn't confirm the sighting.At 
thi...

Crime & Public Safety 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M STOLEN CARD Now, on to a Crime Alert out of Colonial Heights, where investigators 
are offering a big reward ... to find a suspected credit card crook!  
Police say it took just moments, for this woman to steal a credit card 
at a local restaurant, then go shopping minutes later.   Brent Solomon 
picks up the story from here....

Crime & Public Safety 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO ROBBERY SUSPECTS Henrico police are trying to find an armed robber...     ... and they're 
hoping these surveillance pictures will help.     This happened at a 
business on Brook Road, around 4-30 this morning.     Officers say the 
man came into the business, demanded money then left.          If you 
know this person or have any information that can help police, call...



Crime & Public Safety 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHURCH HILL Tonight, the search is on for three men who police say robbed a couple 
in Church Hill at gunpoint.   Here is video from the scene where it 
happened Saturday night, around 8:30.   Police say the couple got out 
of their car, when they were approached by three men, one with a 
gun. The couple threw a purse and wallet on the ground...then ran 
away. The...

Crime & Public Safety 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M LABURNUM AVE ASSAULT In Henrico, police are looking for the people they say assaulted a 
woman in a bathroom at a business on south laburnum avenue.      
The victim told police she was approached by one suspect who said 
she wanted to fight.      She then says she called police and went to 
the bathroom, when she was attacked by both suspects.      Police also 
say the sus...

Crime & Public Safety 3/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T VCU CRIME ALERT VCU police are hoping you can help them identify this man. Police are 
calling him a person of interest in a recent car theft.  The car was 
stolen, shortly before 5:30 on the evening of March 6. This happened 
in the 1200 block, of East Marshall Street in Richmond.    A 19-96, 
gold Saturn, was left running when it was stolen. if you think you can 
hel...

Crime & Public Safety 3/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T COL HEIGHTS FIGHT Colonial Heights Police are investigating this disturbing video that is 
going viral.   The video shows a fight that happened on the 
Boulevard....   And at one point, you see someone, having what 
appears to be a seizure.    Police are interviewing any possible 
witnesses....

Crime & Public Safety 3/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W VT STUDENT Right now -- we're learning more, about the Virginia Tech student 
presumed dead after falling overboard from a cruise ship, in the 
Bahamas.A Carnival Cruise Lines' spokesperson says, they have 
surveillance video, showing Cameron Smook -- climbinf over a deck 
railing, before falling into the water.The coast guard spent most of the 
day searching for...

Crime & Public Safety 3/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W ELDERLY ASSAULT That suspect was a volunteer at this retirement community.      Police 
say 53 year old Thomas Garrett --  tried to rape an 85 year old woman 
at the Virginian Retirement Community...that's on Twin ridge Lane - 
not far from Providence Road.  Brent Solomon, is in Chesterfield, with 
the latest on the story....

Crime & Public Safety 3/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CRUISE SAFETY Many cruise lines offer their safety policies and tips online.so experts, 
recommend reviewing these policies and following them.     We spoke 
with local travel agent, Stella Capocelli Carter,  ....  She adds that, 
before the ship sails, attend the briefings, and learn what to do in case 
of an emergency.     However, she says the most important thin...

Crime & Public Safety 3/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W JOHN DOE PREDATOR We're learning, Homeland Security and U-S immigration and customs 
agents are looking for this man -- who was caught on camera, sexually 
abusing an 8-year-old girl.      Investigators are now asking for the 
public's help, to identify this man.      Officers in Raleigh North 
Carolina, are also working to track him down.      He may be driving a 
white...

Crime & Public Safety 3/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R BANK GUN VICTIM A crime alert for you tonight out of Henrico County- where police say a 
man robbed someone at gunpoint in a bank parking lot.     And it 
happened in the middle of the morning!     Sarah Bloom this crime 
alert from Henrico:...



Crime & Public Safety 3/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SHOT IN LEG Those stories in just a moment...      but right now, police are looking 
for suspects after someone shot a man in the leg, in south richmond!     
police found a man shot in the leg, just before seven tonight... in the 
11-hundred block of hull street.     they don't know, what led to the 
shooting, but say his injury is "not"life threatening.     if...

Crime & Public Safety 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHESTERFIELD CRASH New details, about a head-on collision over the weekend in 
Chesterfield.     Police are now charging one of the drivers-- 38-year-
old Michael A-ccashian --  with D-U-I, and driving with a revoked, 
license.     The head-on crash happened in the 3-thousand block, of 
West Hundred Road, early Sunday morning.     Both drivers were 
taken to the hospital....

Crime & Public Safety 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M PARK STAKEOUTS #VALUE!
Crime & Public Safety 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M APARTMENT SHOOTING We begin tonight with an apparent shootout, at a Richmond apartment 

complex!     Witnesses tell us the gunfire rang out around 5-30 this 
evening, at the Southwood apartments.          No one was hurt, but 
we're told bullets did fly into one apartment-- almost hitting a child.  
Several cars were hit.     If you know anything, that could help 
police,...

Crime & Public Safety 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M MONROE BULLETS capitol police are investigating --  after shots were fired at a state 
office building.    Police are now getting evidence, from the James 
Monroe building.   evidence was recovered, from the "department of 
accounts",  office on the second floor,  and also from, the department 
of treasury office, on the fourth floor.   the window glass, in both offi...

Crime & Public Safety 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M MATOACA FIGHT CHARGES Nine, Matoaca, high school students, are charged --  after a fight broke 
out in the school. It happened Thursday, around lunchtime. Police say 
one teenage boy hit another.. and it escalated from there. Susan 
Bahorich is at the school tonight....

Crime & Public Safety 3/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HOLIDAY DRINKING St. Patrick's Day parties will continue into the night, and area police 
are setting up DUI checkpoints.!    Highway workers say 40 percent of 
fatal crashes nationwide involve drunk drivers during the week, of St. 
Patrick's Day.    As Brent Solomon explains - police say many of those 
crashes happen just after midnight....

Crime & Public Safety 3/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T VCU ROBBERY INVESTIGATION police arrest four people in connection to a robbery on VCU's monroe 
park campus.     Tonight, Melvin Hammond, Sandarious Hammond, 
Dawon Hall and Kenneth Berry each face robbery and other charges.     
VCU police say it happened around 11:15 Monday night, on the corner 
of Marshall and Hancock.       These four men are *not* vcu 
students....

Crime & Public Safety 3/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R GUN ON BUS #VALUE!
Crime & Public Safety 3/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R CFIELD MISSING MAN Right now, Chesterfield Police are searching for a man who went 

missing earlier this month.     54-year-old Richard "Ricky" Graves 
disappeared from the Bermuda Square Shopping Center on Jeff Davis 
highway back on March 4th.   He was reported missing two days later.    
Police say Graves was spotted in the area of Chester road on March 
12th or 13th....



Crime & Public Safety 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CHESTERFIELD BODY Chesterfield police say a body they found over the weekend... is that 
of a man who was reported missing earlier this month.     They don't 
know  how 54-year-old Richard Graves died... but they don't think foul 
play was involved.     His body was found in a wooded area of Rock Hill 
Road about 7:00 last night....

Crime & Public Safety 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M STABBING First on fox tonight... A woman is taken to the hospital after being 
stabbed in Richmond!     This happened on North 30th street around 7 
tonight.     Richmond police tell us the woman was taken to the 
hospital but should be ok.They believe she knew the person who 
stabbed her.     No word on any arrests....

Crime & Public Safety 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M TEEN DEATH Tonight... friends and family of a carolina county teenager, shot and 
killed over the weekend, marched in his honor...and prayed for 
peace.They stood heartbroken tonight at Caroline County High School..     
15-year-old Elijah Ball was shot and killed outside of the Caroline 
County YMCA Saturday night.     Police say a preliminary investigation 
reve...

Crime & Public Safety 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M APARTMENT FIRE We begin tonight with this huge apartment fire out of the west end!!      
This broke out around seven tonight... at the Hickory Creek 
Apartments...Britni McDonald is there right now... with our top 
story.....

Crime & Public Safety 3/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SSIDE WALKTHROUGH A new type of community policing takes Richmond officers today not to 
where people live -- but where they shop.  The hope is TO cut crime in 
the city..     Susan Bahorich was there as they took that message to 
Southside Plaza....

Crime & Public Safety 3/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R PRISONER ESCAPE An escaped sex offender is back behind bars tonight after running from 
police today!      Investigators say Robert Hanna, who's an inmate at 
the Virginia Center for Behavioral Rehabilitation was undergoing an 
medical procedure in Chesterfield County, when he attacked his guard 
and took off.       Susan Bahorich picks up the story....

Crime & Public Safety 3/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F CREIGHTON FATAL "my son, my rock,my friend"...that's how a mother describes her son, 
who was shot and killed early this morning in Richmond.   While police 
are not saying much about the events that led up to the fatal shooting 
of  that 16 year-old, people in Creighton Court are speaking out.     
Curtis McCloud has more:...

Crime & Public Safety 3/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F STOCKTON STREET We begin tonight with breaking news... a four-hour standoff in south 
richmond comes to an end!     The dramatic scene unfolded on 
Stockton Street....     It all started with a report of a shooting.     But it 
turned into much more than that!     Mike Valerio is there right now, to 
explain what happened......

Crime & Public Safety 3/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F MT ROAD DEATH INVESTIGATION Tonight, police continue to investigate a death in Glen Allen.     A lot of 
you called our newsroom today, asking about the police presence on 
Mountain Road, near Old Washington Highway.     We know a body 
was found inside a home.       However, right now, police don't think 
there's anything suspicious about how the person died....

Crime & Public Safety 3/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RVA STORE ROBBERIES New video shows an armed robbery drop his gun when he runs into 
the store!    We got this video from Richmond police, who tell us these 
men are behind three different convenience store robberies in the city.    
One of the suspects drops his gun at the "four corners express" on 
east broad rock road last night.    Police say they also robbed the 
stor...



Crime & Public Safety 3/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO HOMICIDE UPDATE Right now, police are working to find the person who shot and killed a 
henrico man in the east end over the weekend. Police are now telling 
us they were responding to a firearm violation when they found the 
body of 22 year old Justin Rogers on Newbridge Circle. Right now the 
motive and cause of death is unknown.But if you were near the 
Coventry Gar...

Crime & Public Safety 3/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO INDECENT EXPOSURE Now in Henrico, police are looking for the man neighbors say exposed 
himself in their community.     This happaned on Skyway court 
yesterday.    The victim told police she saw a man in her backyard, 
and when he realized the victim saw him, she says he started touching 
himself inappropriately before leaving.     There's no good description 
of the su...

Crime & Public Safety 3/31/2015 FOXHOUR1 10PT FAIRFAX ESCAPE Susan Bahorich, reporting: Police say it started here at iNova Fairfax 
Hospital at around 3o'clock this morning. That's when they said 
Wossen Assaye overpowered a female guard and grabbed her gun, 
another guard fired one shot, before he escaped.  "By land and by air, 
multiple police agencies scoured Fairfax County looking for this man ... 
Steve Cic...

Crime & Public Safety 4/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CULPEPER TASER DEATH An investigation is underway in Culpeper after a suspect dies following 
a confrontation with police.     Police say they were trying to detain 
Dominick Wise Sunday night when he was tased.     Wise died the next 
day at the UVA Medical Center.      Susan Bahorich is in Culpeper with 
new details on what happened.....

Crime & Public Safety 4/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MCBRIDE CAUGHT "How did you find me?" - that's what U-S Marshals say one of our 
areas most wanted fugitives asked as they handcuffed him.Scott 
McBride, a convicted child rapist, wanted in Dinwiddie County, was 
found hiding in a bedroom in Kentucky this morning.McBride has been 
on the run for nearly two years, after jumping bond and not showing 
up for court on a 2...

Crime & Public Safety 4/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W RICHMOND SHOOTING Right now, cell phone video is going viral... showing the moments after 
a man was shot, by a Richmond police officer!     Police say--- that 
suspect pointed his gun at officers... after trying to run.       Take a 
look at the video from outside the Richmond Inn and Suites, hotel off 
Midlothian Turnpike.      The suspect can be heard, denying he aim...

Crime & Public Safety 4/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W RICHMOND STABBING Right now, police are looking for the person they say stabbed a woman 
who was jogging in Shockoe Bottom.     This happened around 8-15 
last night, on on the 1500 block of east main street.    Police tell us the 
victim was grabbed from behind and threatened her with the knife.    
She was cut on her arm as she got away from the suspect.      She 
was...

Crime & Public Safety 4/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R JOGGER STABBING And, we now have the first surveillance pictures - coming in,  of the 
Main Street stabbing suspect.    Tuesday just after 8 pm - a woman is 
jogging, when police say this man pulls a knife on her, and stabs her 
as she tries to get away.    We now know the suspect, is in his early 
20’s.\   5’9 to 5’10”, athletic build - with short, black curly hair....

Crime & Public Safety 4/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO METH LAB Now to the meth lab, that Henrico police say they uncovered at a west 
end motel..     They arrested this man, Spencer Matthew Jackson.. he's 
accused of cooking meth in a bathtub at the Regency Inn, just off 
Parham road..     Ashley Monfort spoke with people who live and work 
around there, who say they aren't surprised:...



Crime & Public Safety 4/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R RPD RESPONDS The Richmond Police Chief says his officers are being unfairly targeted 
on social media...           This all comes after an officer involved 
shooting yesterday...and Cell phone video that surfaced shortly 
afterward.            Kelly Avellino has more tonight... on what the chief 
is saying about that video, and the responses to it:...

Education 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HUGUENOT HS OPENS This Monday marks a new era for Richmond public schools.     The 
mayor and other city officials will all be on hand for the grand opening 
of the new Huguenot High School.     A ribbon cutting ceremony is 
scheduled for this Monday at seven a-m at the new school on Forest 
Hill Avenue.     Earlier this month, our cameras were allowed inside the 
new sc...

Education 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W SCHOOL DELAYS Several schools *are* delaying there opening tomorrow because of the 
cold...  Here they are... AMELIA, APPOMATTOX, BRUNWICK 
BUCKINGHAM, CAROLINA  and CUMBERLAND SCHOOLS...  THEY'RE 
ALL OPENING TWO HOURS LATE TOMORROW.SO ARE GREENSVILLE 
AND LUNENBURG COUNTY SCHOOLS...MECKLINBURG SCHOOLS OPEN 
AT 10 A-M.THAT'S THE WHOLE LIST RIGHT NOW... IF WE GET ANY...

Education 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R WILDER SCHOOL A new principal at a struggling eastern Henrico school has plans to turn 
things around.Douglas Wilder Middle School is the only school in 
Henrico to ever lose its accreditation.  Henrico Reporter Ashley Monfort 
has more on the plan, new at five....

Education 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R GXA GOP EDUCATION AGENDA New details on how republican lawmakers say they want to improve 
public schools.     Today they outlined their plans -- saying they're 
aiming to improve -- how teachers are trained, how standardized tests 
are given -- and how schools are graded.   This comes  heels of what 
Governor terry mcauliffe , outlined yesterday.    McCauliffe wants to 
increa...

Education 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M GOOCHLAND RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION Unrest tonight in Goochland over a year-old school board policy -- 
that's about to change.   It's causing a stir because people in the 
county say -- they're just now hearing about it.       The change 
involves the home school exemption policy.  Parents and the 
community are upset. It's the hot topic on Tuesday night's school 
board agenda.     Curti...

Education 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M GOOCHLAND RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION "A policy change to the home school exemption in Goochland County 
has a number of parents ready to speak out and make their concerns 
known  at tomorrow's school board meeting."   "Go ready to stand and 
speak intelligently for what you stand for and express that." Salem 
Baptist Church pastor Zach Zbiden is encouraging parents in 
Goochland to get inv...

Education 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R RICHMOND SCHOOL HOURS In Richmond -- we have details on three meetings you can go to, to 
learn more about proposed start time changes for your student's 
classes.   Here's a look at those proposed start times for elementary 
schools, middle schools and high schools.    The new times offer a 
staggard start time for all three.     The first meeting next wednesday, 
at huguen...

Education 1/21/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W RPS SCHOOL MEETINGS Should Richmond Public schools change *when* kids go to class?     
It's been an ongoing debate or some time...      Some want to change 
the start times to 8 a-m for elementary students... 8-30 for middle 
schoolers... and 9 a-m for high schools.     Parents came out to 
express their opinions tonight, at Huguenot High:...



Education 1/21/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W RPS SCHOOL MEETINGS (bryce lyle, parent)"I think the research is prety clear that high school 
students are not prepared to learn early in the morning, and it's really 
not their fault. it's not really a matter of resposniblity its a matter of 
biology."(darienn gore, richmond teacher)"I can guarantee you almost 
that a lot of these students won't go to their 7th and 8th...

Education 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SAT VCU REQUIREMENT VCU says, if you want to be a Ram, you don't need an S-A-T score!    
University president, Michael Rao -- announced just before three this 
afternoon, the school will no longer require high school students, with 
a g-p-a above 3-point-3 ... to submit an s-a-t score.     VCU joins 
hundreds of other schools across the country, that have dropped the s-
a...

Education 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HARRISON WATER UPDATE Delays tonight in repairs to a water main break near V-C-U.   We are 
now being told that those repairs at the intersection of Harrison and 
Cumberland, are going to take longer to fix than planned.    Officials 
tell us the plan is to have it all finished by the end of next week.    It 
was initially supposed to be done by Monday but it all depends on...

Education 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F VSU ENROLLMENT Some good news for virginia state university.     Officials confirm,  
V.S.U.  exceeded its projected, enrollment, number ... for the spring 
semester by 98 percent.     They also confirm v-s-u ..  is meeting it's 
financial goals.      This comes after drops in admissions in recent 
semesters and financial problems.      VSU Interim, President, 
Pamela...

Education 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W SCHOOL MOLD #VALUE!
Education 2/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R ELKHARDT In Richmond crews are working to get the old Clark Springs 

Elementary School ready for students, who are coming from Elkhardt!     
We got to see the changes, they're making at Clark Springs today..     
500 students and staff are being forced to leave Elkhardt, because of 
mold problems.   In fact, we're learning the old Elkhardt building, could 
clos...

Education 2/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F ELKHARDT MOVE due to mold concerns... hundreds of students from elkhardt middle 
school will be heading to class at clark springs elementary school soon.       
it's a much smaller space with only 26 rooms compared to elkhardt's 
32, so richmond school officials say they're getting creative.     they've 
even had to replace the smaller toilets so middle schoolers ca...

Education 2/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W ELKHARDT The snow that's been closing schools has also delayed Elkhardt 
Middle's move to Clark Springs.     That was supposed to happen 
today, but all schools were out.     When schools *do* re-open, staff 
and teachers will use that first day to set things up at Clark Springs..          
Students will start classes the next day....

Education 2/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MLK SCHOOL Staff shake ups are coming to one Richmond school, as the district 
aims to improve academics.    Today, the superintendent announced 
half of the teachers at M-L-K Middle School will essentially have to 
reapply for their jobs.     This is part of a schoolwide improvement 
plan.    The selection process will be more rigorous and should be 
finished som...



Education 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R RPS SUPERINTENDENT Richmond could soon be looking for a new school superintendent!     It 
appears Dr. Dana Bedden could be leaving, a little more than year, 
after he took over Richmond Public Schools.The Mayor's office in 
Boston -- confirms Dr. Bedden is a finalist for the superintendent's job 
there.    Bedden was brought-in last year to turn around, R.P.S.. The 
cont...

Education 2/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M KID ON BUS Now to an apology from richmond schools... after a four year old was 
left alone on a city school bus!       The child was then found walking 
the streets, alone in an unfamilar neighborhood  Kelly Avellino has the 
latest....

Education 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RPS LATINO APOLOGY We're learning the Richmond public school system plans to issue a 
public apology to latino students and their families....for  an illegal 
search that happened two years ago!     It happened at Huguenot High 
School, when school officials heard about a rumored fight being 
planned.       They called latino students to the cafeteria, and ended up 
searc...

Education 3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M BEDDEN VOTE We should find out tomorrow whether Richmond Superintendent, 
Doctor Dana Bedden will be leaving the River City for Boston.he's one 
of four candidates up for the superintendent position there.     Doctor 
Bedden had an interview with the Boston School Committee last week.     
State Education Secretary Anne Holton- even Governor Terry McAuliffe 
-- are...

Education 3/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SWEET BRIAR Developing now, a Virginia college will shut down because of financial 
problems.    Sweet briar college announced today it will close on 
August 25th, and it's board of directors will approve it this weekend.    
The school's president says a decline in attendance and its tuition 
discount rate are two realities they can't change....

Education 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M PREP SCHOOL VOTE The Richmond School BOARD apprives a an all-boys charter school!     
The "Metropolitan Preparatory Academy" is a project three-years in the 
making... It would cater to young men grades six through 12.Right 
now- there is no building for the school.But the plans have already 
been approved by the state....

Education 3/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CLEMENTS JR HIGH LEAK students will return to N-B. Clements, Junior High School, in Prince 
George County, tomorrow..They were sent home this morning. 
because of a water leak.     We don't know exactly how bad it was, but 
if affected eight classes....

Education 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F CFIELD SCHOOL START TIMES Chesterfield's school board plans to discuss possibly changing school 
start times during a meeting next week.   Those proposed start times 
are 7-45 for high schools, 8-50 for middle schools, and either 9-30, 9-
35 or 9-40 for elementary schools.    Officials say they wouldn't make 
any changes until next year.    The public can attend next Friday's w...

Education 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W SCHOOL INVESTIGATION A chesterfield mom says her son has special needs... but those needs 
aren't being met in school..     Now, she's filed a complaint, trying to 
get the schools do do more!     Susan Bahorich has her story 
tonight?...

Health 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M FLU SEASON The flu season is still pretty bad right now.The C-D-C says the flu is 
rampant, in most of the country.It's widespread in 43 states including 
Virginia.But the good news?The season could peak soon.The C-D-C 
says, this season seems similar to two years ago, when the flu peaked 
by early January....



Health 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CLEAN FOR A REASON WHEN A WOMAN IS DIAGNOSED WITH CANCER, ONE OF THE 
BIGGEST BATTLES CAN BE AT HOME...     WHERE SHE CONTINUES TO 
BE A WIFE, MOM, CAREGIVER, COOK, AND HOUSEKEEPER.     ONE 
WOMAN KNOWS FIRST-HAND HOW TOUGH THAT CAN BE.. SHE'S 
COMMITTED TO BRINGING THE GIFT OF FREE HOUSE CLEANING TO 
WOMEN UNDERGOING CANCER TREATMENTS--AND YOU CAN HELP:...

Health 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T ALCOHOL POISONING A health alert that's now surprising the professionals.Turns out most 
deaths from drinking too much involve middle-aged adults - not teens 
or college kids.A new C-D-C report finds six Americans die each day 
from alcohol poisoning.And of those deaths are adults ages 35 to 
64.Most are men....

Health 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T FLU IS BAD Health experts are hoping this year's, flu season, will soon hit its 
peak... but for now, it's getting worse...the flu has killed nearly two 
dozen kids so far!children and the elderly are most at risk, but doctors 
are saying *everyone* should do their part to keep it from 
spreading...that means things like washing your hands often... and 
covering y...

Health 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HEALTHCARE SIGN UP HELP If you still need to sign up for health care you still have about a month 
to get it done. For some, enrollment is confusing but the good news is 
there are places in our area where you can get help... for 
free.Chrystina Head has more on how one local hospital is hosting a 
health care enrollment fair to help get your questions answered....

Health 1/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M VAPING STORY E-CIGARETTE'S ARE GENERALLY PROMOTED AS BEING A SAFER-
ALTERNATIVE, BUT A NEW STUDY IS LINKING HIGH LEVELS OF 
FORMALDEHYDE TO "VAPING."A PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY 
RESEARCHER FOUND THAT WHEN USING AN E-CIGARETTE AT IT'S 
HIGHEST HEAT - OR VOLTAGE - SETTING, THE VAPOR PRODUCED 
CONTAINS HIDDEN FORMALDEHYDE.HE SAYS THE LEVELS ARE 5 TO 
15 TIMES HIGHER THA...

Health 1/28/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HAMPDEN SYDNEY A fast-spreading stomach virus --  has struck nearly 100 students at 
Hampden-Sydney College!!     A spokesman for the college said,  the 
outbreak began Tuesday night as several students, complained of 
gastro-enteritis symptoms.     The students were treated at, Centra 
Southside, Community Hospital in Farmville.     We're told a few, 
faculty and sta...

Health 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R HAMPDEN SYDNEY SICK A major health, alert now... as  the stomach virus, at Hampden 
Sydney College is getting worse!     As many as 300 students are sick -
- and classes are cancelled.Britni McDonald has the lastest from 
campus:...

Health 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HEALTHCARE HELP If you haven't signed up for health care coverage for this year--time is 
running out.     But now there's an easy tool you can use to get signed 
up for federal health care coverage.      Curtis McCloud has more on  
how this shortcut works -- and how it could  benefit you....

Health 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M LONGWOOD NOROVIRUS UPDATE Norovirus is now impacting Longwood University.    We got our hands 
on an alert sent to students, confirming four students were sick over 
the weekend with gastrointestinal issues.     University officials say 
they're monitoring the situation.     Cleaning crews are also on stand 
by.    So far, no plans to cancel classes there.     THis comes as Ham...



Health 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RSV VIRUS Area hospitals are seeing an uptick in a common seasonal infection, 
but doctors say there's not much you can do for it.  "RSV" affects the 
respiratory system. It's common especially this time of year, but 
doctors from VCU Medical Center and HCA hospital tell us they're 
seeing more cases this season.  Doctors say it can be dangerous for 
children und...

Health 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HAMPDEN SYDNEY COLLEGE An update now on a story we've been following.     Hampden Sydney 
college will open as scheduled tomorrow.    Classes were canceled last 
week because 300 students came down with the norovirus.    Cleaning 
continued today in public areas across the campus as health officials 
work to contain the illness....

Health 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SICK VA TEENS In Pittsylvania tonight,  investigators try to figure out what "mystery 
drug" sent four teenagers to the hospital last week.     Deputies  are 
working with a lab to figure out what drug made the 15 to 19 year olds 
sick.     The Comonwealth's Attorney and Pittsylvania County Schools 
are also asking anyone with information to give them a call....

Health 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HERB SUPPLEMENT We're on call tonight with a health alert... where an investigation of 
herbal supplements suggests many may not contain the active 
ingredients listed on the label.        The investigation led by the New 
York Attorney General's office lists supplements sold at Walgreens, 
Walmart, Target, and G-N-C stores.        In a statement released on 
Youtube,...

Health 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W LONGWOOD NOROVIRUS We are staying on top of a health alert affecting quite a few colleges 
and universities.     Hundreds of students all over the state are battling 
the Norovirus!      Longwood University in Farmville is the latest to 
report an outbreak of the stomach bug.     Brent Solomon is there with 
the latest:...

Health 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W VACCINE UPDATE The measles outbreak linked to Disneyland and has spread to other 
states has many Richmond area pediatricians on alert.Now some 
practices are refusing to treat children who have *not* been properly 
vaccinated.Ashley Monfort has more on what these doctors are 
doing....

Health 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F VUU NOROVIRUS VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY IS CONFIRMING AT LEAST ONE CASE 
OF NORO-VIRIS.        IT'S THE LATEST, VIRGINIA SCHOOL TO 
REPORT A CASE OF THE ILLNESS.      BRENT Solomon HAS THE 
DETAILS IN THIS HEALTH ALERT TONIGHT:...

Health 2/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F LONGWOOD NOROVIRUS A health alert still out for longwood university.      School officials tell 
us they've only had five new cases in the last 24 hours, meaning the 
rate of new cases is slowing down.      Earlier this week, about 40 
students were sick at Longwood.         They're still asking sick students 
to stay home....

Health 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T POSSIBLE MEASLES IN VA The health department is investigating a possible case of measles in 
Virginia!    We know a person from Fairfax County is being tested.  
Within the next 24 hours, we should know if that person is infected.    
Officials say the individual is staying home.    Officials say they aren't 
releasing any other details until they get the test results....

Health 2/11/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W NO MEASLES #VALUE!



Health 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T MEASLES VACCINE Personal belief exemptions -- are allowing parents to opt out of 
vaccinating         their children -- but health experts are trying to 
change those rules.       Doctors say, sending unvaccinated children to 
school, could cause health concerns.       The measles immunization is 
highly effective and rarely has side effects. But, the disease itself p...

Health 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R WHAT NOT TO EAT It turns out cholesterol may not be so bad for us after all.     The 
"dietary guidelines committee" says research now shows that eating 
cholesterol doesn't increase your risk for heart attack or stroke.     This 
isn't the first time the experts have done an about face on something 
like this.     one cardioligist admits in the past they may have don...

Health 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R DON'T GO OUTSIDE As you just heard... with the windchill, it's already near zero tonight.. 
and we have at least one more cold day to go..     Some people have 
no choice but to brave the bitter cold.     But, if you're not careful, you 
could end up in the E-R!Kelly Avellino joins us live, with important 
information -- to keep you alive and safe:...

Health 3/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HOPEWELL FUEL SPILL We start with new information about that diesel fuel spill in 
Hopewell.Right now - the water treatment facility at the center of this 
incident is in the process of restarting...That means water pressure for 
Hopewell residents should return to normal by tomorrow.Also tonight, 
top Hopewell city officials tell us they believe human error at the 
Virgin...

Health 3/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W HOPEWELL WATER We're on top of new developments surrounding the water scare that 
still leaves Hopewell and Prince George neighbors, under a boil water, 
alert.   The alert will last through tomorrow.  Fuel spilled into the 
area's, water supply, and that started a chain of events. Now, we're 
hearing more, about the investigation into how it happened.         
Brent...

Health 3/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W PRINCE GEORGE WATER ADVISORY If you live in parts of Prince George County... you should boil your 
water, too...     The county has put New Birchett Estates, Cedar Creek,  
Cedar Creek West, Strattford Woods, and Mulberry Woods under a boil 
water advisory.        We'll let you know when the advisory is lifted....

Health 3/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T RACCOON ATTACK A 75-year-old woman now undergoing treatment after being bitten by 
a  rabid raccoon at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden!!!    Because of that 
attack, the part of the garden where it happened is closed to the public 
for the next several days...     The victim told her incredible story, to 
curtis mccloud:...

Health 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F ALZHEIMERS DRUG New hope tonight for the more than 5-million americans living with 
alzheimer's.     an experimental drug is showing great promise in early 
research..     In the small study from drugmaker biogen-- it reduced 
the build-up of a particular protein found in alzheimer's patients.     
what's more -- it slowed memory loss in people just starting to show 
s...

Health 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F UVA EBOLA? We begin tonight with a different story out of U-V-A...     We have 
learned that the Medical Center is treating a patient, showing possible 
signs of Ebola!!     We're told that so far, that patient has tested 
"negative" for the deadly virus..     But they developed teh symptoms 
earlier today.     The Health Department says this individual was in 
We...



Health 3/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R VA BEACH PARVO DOGS A health alert tonight in Virginia Beach, where several dogs in the 
city's shelter tested postive for Parvo.    Health officials say the virus 
seems to be spreading earlier than usual this year.     They're asking 
that you make sure your dog's shots are up to date, to help prevent 
the spread of parvo....

Politics 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M GOV MCDONNELL SENTENCING Former Governor Bob McDonnell is set to be  sentenced tomorrow.      
Recently, McDonnell's defense team filed hundreds of letters of support 
from friends and family.     In one -- Bob McDonnell's sister talks about 
his wife Maureen's, quote, "repeated bad behavior."     She says the 
former first lady of Virginia once wrote an N-F-L quarterback for...

Politics 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T MCDONNELL STATEMENT The former governor says he *will* continue to fight to prove his 
innocence, and, he will file an appeal.Speaking to a crowd after the 
sentencing.. McDonnell first, thanked Judge James Spencer  -- for the 
“mercy he dispensed.” He asked for mercy for his wife, Maureen, when 
she is sentenced as well.But through it all, he strongly maintained his 
inno...

Politics 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T CHARACTER WITNESSES We have heard of the hundreds of letters written on former governor 
McDonnell's behalf. And taking the stand--10 character witnesses who 
played a vital role for the defense. Ashley Monfort has their reaction to 
the sentencing today....

Politics 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T COMMUNITY REAX McDonnell, was one of the more popular, virginia, governors.so 
reaction to his conviction -- and now sentencing -- has been mixed.    
Some people say he got off too easy, and others are saying it's just 
sad.Brent Solomon has that part of our story tonight:...

Politics 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T THE SENTENCE Two years... that's how much time a judge today said former governor 
bob mcdonnell should spend in prison, for his corruption conviction -- 
but that's a lot less than what prosecutors wanted.they wanted "ten" 
years..McDonnell's attorneys wanted community service.Today's 
sentencing didn't come without some drama in the courtroom.Mike 
Valerio begins...

Politics 1/9/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F MORRISSEY AD The special election for Joe Morrissey's seat --  is in a few days, this 
coming Tuesday.And the political back and forth between Morrissey 
and challenger, Kevin Sullivan -- is heating up over a new ad -- that 
puts a spotlight on Morrissey's recent conviction.Henrico reporter 
Ashley Monfort -- has reaction from both sides--including the delegate -
-...

Politics 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SPECIAL ELECTION TOMORROW On the eve of a special election to fill his seat in the House of 
Delegates -- Henrico police were executing a search warrant at his law 
office today!!Morrissey says investigators were looking for documents 
that were part of the sex crime case, that ended with his misdemeanor 
conviction for contribution to the delinquency of a minor.Morrissey -- 
wh...

Politics 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SPECIAL ELECTION TOMORROW It's the final lap to see who will represent the 74th district in the 
Virginia House of Delegates.There are three candidates. The most well 
known--and controversial- Delegate Joe Morrissey-- is now running as 
an independent."during the entire short campaign, I've taken the high 
road."He's campaigned while on work release after being convicted of 
co...



Politics 1/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SPECIAL ELEX RESULTS Joe Morrissey reclaims his legislative seat... after resigning last 
month... while facing charges.         Morrissey won the special election 
tonight for the 74th district of Virginia's house of delegates.        But... 
he'll be celebrating his win from Henrico county jail... after pleading 
guilty to contributing to the delinquincy of a minor....

Politics 1/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SEARCH WARRANTS UPDATE Meanwhile Morrissey, finds himself at the center of more controversy.   
We've learn details of a new investigation -- involving a search warrant 
that police served at his law office, just before the special 
election.Court records show -- investigators are now looking into the 
possibility that Morrissey submitted forged documents -- as evidence 
on t...

Politics 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MORRISSEY Just hours after winning re-election -- Joe Morrissey was back at the 
state capitol today, as the first day of the new general Assembly 
comes to order.  Morrissey will continue to spend his nights in jail -- 
and days serving his constitutents at the State Capitol.  House leaders 
say action will be taken to sanction him.   Ashley Monfort who spoke 
t...

Politics 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W STATE O STATE It's been a **wild** day at the capitol, with Joe Morrissey going from 
his jail cell, to Virginia's seat of power.    We just heard from Governor 
McAuliffe, delivering the State of the Commonwealth...    But tonight, 
McAuliffe made no mention of Morrissey.    Instead, he focused on the 
economy, especially local blockbuster business deals:...

Politics 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R GOV MCAULIFFE EXCLUSIVE In a new interview, Governor Terry McAuliffe gives us his first 
comments on Joe Morrissey returning to the Capitol.    We asked 
McAuliffe --  if he thinks lawmakers should remove Morrissey.    
McAuliffe added it's not in his place to tell the legislature what to do.    
Also,  Governor McAuliffe tells us, he has met with former, Governor 
McDonnell s...

Politics 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MORRISSEY Delegate Joe Morrissey always says he's a fighter for his 
constituents.But now he's facing a new roadblock- no committee 
assignments in the General Assembly.So how much work will he be 
able to get done?Ashley Monfort is taking that question to the political 
experts....

Politics 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R XGR IMMIGRANT STUDENT A state senate committee has voted ...  to deny in-state tuition, for 
people in the country illegally...   That would overturn a decision by 
Virginia, Attorney General, Mark Herring..The vote came along party 
lines... BUT even if the bill makes it to the governor's desk, he would 
likely veto it....

Politics 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M GA GUN DEBATE The yearly debate over gun control -- heats up at the state capitol, 
with dueling demonstrations in Richmond today!     With one side- 
saying ...  "Guns Save Lives"... and the other saying "Background 
Checks, Save Lives." Susan Bahorich has more tonight, from the State 
Capitol:...

Politics 1/21/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W REACTION We talked to  Delegate Morrissey today -- he believes he'll be cleared 
of the charges--and says his lawyers will issue documents backing up 
his claims.  Ashley Monfort is at Henrico Jail West with that part of our 
team coverage:...

Politics 1/21/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MORRISSEY INDICTMENT new felony indictments unveiled today against Joe Morrissey, and the 
mother of the teenage girl at the center of  his conviction for 
contributing to the delinquincy of a minor..       We talked with the 
state delegate today at his office -- he denies the charges,  and says 
he'll fight them in court.   Both Morrissey and Deidra Warren turned 
themsel...



Politics 1/22/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MEDICAL MARIJUANA the medical marijuana debate is heating up at this year's general 
assembly!   Some say it helps with serious medical conditions. Others 
are concerned it  could lead to substance abuse...Brent Solomon is at 
the capitol tonight where lawmakers are weighing both sides....

Politics 1/28/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W XGR DNA DATABANK Some VIRGINIA lawmakers want to expand the state's -- D-N-A data 
bank to include people, convicted of misdemeanors.  And, people who 
know about tragedy are supporting them, --including Morgan 
Harrington's mother.Ashley Monfort is at the State Capitol to explain 
the bill....

Politics 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MORRISSEY UPDATE FRESHMAN DELEGATE JOSEPH PRESTON  PROPOSES A BILL THAT 
AIMS DIRECTLY AT DELEGATE JOE MORRISSY!!      PRESTON SITS 
RIGHT NEXT TO MORRISSEY ON THE HOUSE FLOOR.     HIS BILL  
WOULD MEAN ANY MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
INCARCERATED FOR A FELONY *OR* MISDEMEANOR... WOULD BE 
BARRED FROM ATTENDING FLOOR SESSIONS.     MORRISSEY WAS 
CONVICTIED OF A MISDE...

Politics 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T XGR POLICE PAY Higher pay for a high-risk job -- that's the message that brought 
dozens of law enforcement officers to the state capitol today.  They 
came to show their support for legislation that would increase 
courthouse security, and salaries for deputies.    Curtis McCloud has 
more on what these bills are calling for:...

Politics 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T XGA GUN PERMITS Budget problems killed a bill for concealed handgun permits that never 
expire.    The senate finance committee decided to not move forward 
with the proposal that would set up a system for those lifetime 
concealed-carry permits.     This comes as lawmakers struggle to close 
a more than 2 billion dollar gap in the budget.     The budget is also 
being...

Politics 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T TEBOW BILL The General Assembly not taking a day off because of the snow.     
State lawmakers passed a bill today allowing home-schooled students 
to participate in public-school sports.     It's known as the "Tebow Bill" 
after Tim Tebow.     The Senate approved the bill today.     The house 
already did.     No word whether Governor McAuliffe will sign it....

Politics 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T UBER LYFT BILL But Governor McAuliffe *did* sign a bill- making ride-sharing 
companies like Uber and Lyft completely street legal in Virginia.     The 
companies had been operating under a temporary agreement since 
this summer. The bill establishes licensing procedures for ride-sharing 
companies.Uber and Lyft use smartphone apps to dispatch drivers who 
use their p...

Politics 2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F MCDONNELL SENTENCE Virginia's former first lady has been ORDERED TO SPEND A YEAR AND 
A DAY BEHIND BARS, IN A CORRUPTION SCANDAL.       before the 
sentence came down, maureen mcdonnell tearfully APOLOGIZED TO 
HER HUSBAND, FAMILY AND THE PEOPLE OF VIRGINIA.     MIKE 
VALERIO, WAS INSIDE THE COURTROOM WHEN THE SENTENCE CAME 
DOWN....

Politics 2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F COMPARISON The sentencing of course, comes about a month after Maureen 
McDonnell's husband, was sentenced to two years in prison.Bob 
McDonnell is supposed to spend twice, as much time behind bars -- as 
the former first lady.   Both of their prison sentences are well below 
the recommended guidelines.     Laura Geller, compares the 
punishments:...



Politics 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F XGR STERILIZATION 25-thousand dollars each -- is the compensation living victims, of 
aforced, state-run, sterilization project will receive. Right now-- we 
only know of 11 people still alive .... out of the 7-thousand Virginians 
who were forced into the program.  They have spent years fighting for 
this.    Ashley Monfort spoke with some of them....

Politics 2/27/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F HOMELAND SECURITY LATEST We begin tonight in Washington, DC.. where the agency charged with 
protecting the country from terrorism, is two hours away from running 
out of money!     While Senate republicans gave up trying to pass a 
homeland security bill... the House has not.     and as Mike Emanuel 
tells us.. there's a lot of dealing going on Right Now, to keep  
Homeland Se...

Politics 3/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T LEONIDAS YOUNG Delegate Joe Morrissey has some kind words for former Richmond 
Mayor Leonidas Young..       The former mayor -- who was convicted 
of fraud and influence peddling -- says he's running for Morrissey's, 
House of Delegates' seat.     Morrissey hasn't said whether he plans to 
run or not.     So, Curtis McCloud put that question to the delegate 
today:...

Politics 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F MORRISSEY LATEST Delegate Joe Morrissey is moving... and it could be a hint as to what's 
in his political future.    Morrissey has moved to Church Hill..    This 
afternoon, he told our Ashley Monfort he is renting out his Henrico 
home while he leases a loft.    He also says he plans to buy a row 
house in that community.    Of course, he would have to be living in 
t...

Politics 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 103M CRUZ ANNOUNCE He holds degrees from Princeton and Harvard... but Texas Senator Ted 
Cruz chose Lynchburg's Liberty University to launch his presidential 
campaign today..      he's the first major candidate to officially say he's 
running.     CARL CAMERON has more on Cruz's announcement, and 
the 20-16 race:...

Politics 3/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T JOE MORRISSEY Delegate Joe Morrissey plans to make it official tomorrow...he plans to 
announce he "will" run against Senator Rosalyn Dance in June, for the 
16-th state senate district democratic nomination. Morrissey is 
planning a news conference tomorrow at 11 a-m to discuss his 
plans.He currently holds the 74-th Virginia House district seat....

Politics 3/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T LAMBERT RUNNING Another potential candidate says he's running for the seat currently 
held by Delegate Joe Morrisey.   David Lambert made his official 
campaign announcement this afternoon.   He is no stranger to politics.   
Lambert is the son of the late Doctor Benjamin Lambert.He joins 
Lamont Bagby and Leo-nidas Young in candidates looking to run for 
the 74th Dist...

Politics 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MORRISSEY ANNOUNCEMENT Joe Morrissey made it official today... he's running for the state senate 
seat, currently held by Senator Rosalyn Dance.That means he officially 
vacated his house of delegates seat..     house leaders considered 
removing him from office earlier this year but never did, since he was 
serving a three month jail sentence for contributing to the delique...

Racial Issues 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RVA DAY OF SERVICE Ricmond today hosted a program honoring, martin luther king junior...    
Then, everyone was encouraged to help their community by 
participating in today's national day of service.     At today's program, 
several people spoke, even educating some on Richmond's role in the 
civil rights movement.     Others also spoke about how doctor king 
impacted th...



Racial Issues 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M RVA DAY OF SERVICE Organizers say it was important to focus on doctor king's impact 
across generations.     Today's program was from 10 to noon at 
imperial plaza....

Racial Issues 2/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W ANCESTRY SEARCH In honor of black history month--Chesterfield County Public Library        
is offering .... a series of events to help African Americans, start the 
process of researching their ancestry.       Chrystina Head has more on 
how you can get involved....

Racial Issues 3/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M HUGUENOT HS APOLOGY Richmond school leaders make a public apology... after a group of 
Latino students were searched for weapons... and even threatened 
with deportation!!     The incident sparked protests when it happened 
two years ago..     Kelly Avellino has more from at Huguenot High 
School, where school leaders apologized today......

Racial Issues 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SEGREGATION CONCERNS Henrico school leaders are responding to a national study that calls out 
county schools -- for increasing classroom segregation!  The eye-
opening study comes from the University of California.   It's already 
getting the attention of the American Civil Liberties Union, here in 
Virginia.   Chris Thomas took a look at the 42-page report....

Racial Issues 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SEGREGATION CONCERNS This National Study from UCLA calling out Henrico Schools on 
increasingly segregated classrooms.... "You have studied this for quite 
some time. What does this say about Henrico? I think it shows that we 
have a changing county that we really need to take these issues 
seriously."Researchers say progress made after the historic Brown vs. 
Board of educ...

Racial Issues 3/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MARCH Right now -- students on the UVA campus are rallying and marching in 
protest to how ABC agents allegedly treated Martese Johnson.It began 
with a packed rally at the Ampitheatre...UVA's president and several 
others spoke..Then, Martese Johnson himself took the mic to calm the 
crowd.=============After that rally - the huge crowd marched 
through the s...

Racial Issues 3/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W UVA STUDENT ARREST And breaking right now - the UVA student at the center of a bloody 
arrest just spoke out to a crowd of hundreds.    20 year old Martese 
Johnson called for peace, after anger swept the rally.    This all started 
when ABC officers arrested the student early this morning...    Then 
photos and video of the student surfaced, showing him pinned to the 
si...

Racial Issues 3/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R LAWYER SPEAKS Tonight... protests continue at UVA.. in the wake of Martese Johnson's 
violent arrest, by ABC agents.     Today, Johnson released a statement 
-- read by his attorney, Daniel Watkins -- giving Martese's side of what 
happened:"I stand here today as a member of the University of 
Virginia and Charlottesville communities. I'm shocked that my face was 
sl...

Racial Issues 3/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R JOHNSON LATEST Today, our Kelly Avellino traveled to Charlottesville, where she met 
with Martese's roomate..     Joshua Kinlaw talked about how Martese is 
dealing with what happened... and now the national controversy over 
his violent arrest:...

Racial Issues 3/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R UVA PROTEST Once again, Students took their concerns to campus today, with some 
even leaving their classes to participate.     They say they're rallying to 
raise awareness, concern,  and to start a conversation.   Susan 
Bahorich has that part of our coverage from Charlottesville:...



Special Coverage 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M MCAULIFFE INJURED Developing now-Governor Terry McAuliffe is in the hospital tonight.  
His office says he's getting treatment for injuries he sustained after 
falling off a horse.  The recovery is expected to take several days. 
Ashley Monfort is at VCU Medical Center with the latest on the 
Governor's condition....

Special Coverage 1/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M AIRPORT DELAYS The snow here will be minimal but, take a look at this!  In Boston... 
New Jersey... New York... the snow is coming down like crazy!Those 
places are expecting a couple  *feet* of snow before it's 
over!Thousands of flights have already been canceled.. and that's 
affecting airports all around the country--including here in Richmond. 
Brent Soloman has...

Special Coverage 1/30/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F RRHA New developments tonight,  in a story we've been following for 
months.The chairman, of the board of commissioners, for R-R-H-A , is 
speaking out tonight about the abrupt resignation, of the agency's 
leader.       Laura Geller has been, following this story since it broke, 
and has the latest for us tonight:...

Special Coverage 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T MATTHEW INDICTED Jesse Matthew will appear in a Charlottesville courtroom one week 
from tomorrow -- but this time on a charge of murder.   During today's 
announcement that he's been charged in the death of uva student 
hannah graham, we also learned that Matthew will appear, in a video 
conference.  And just this afternoon, word that Charlottesville has set 
aside its...

Special Coverage 2/13/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F TURNER VIDEO "We would like to thank the whole community, everybody that 
prayed."      After recovering for more than a month now... the 
Richmond officer shot in the line of duty speaks publicly for the first 
time.     Richmond Police released this recent sit down interview with 
Officer William Turner and his wife Patricia.     That video comes just 
one day aft...

Special Coverage 2/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M CITY SNOW EMERGENCY Right now -- the city of Richmond has put its emergency route 
intoeffect..  that means, if your car is in the way, it willl get towed!!     
And city roads are already bad enough... that the nickel bridge is 
closed!!     Chris Thomas is live in Richmond -- following that part of 
our team coverage....

Special Coverage 2/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M AIRPORT IF YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO FLY TOMORROW... YOU SHOULD PROBABLY 
CALL YOUR AIRLINE.     THAT'S BECAUSE MOST FLIGHTS RIGHT 
NOW... ARE CANCELED.     DEPENDING ON WHEN THE SNOW LETS 
UP, PLANES COULD BE MOVING AGAIN, IN THE MORNING.        BUT 
FOR NOW, IT'S BEST TO CALL AHEAD....

Special Coverage 2/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M POWER STUFF Power crews will continue to work around the clock because of this 
winter storm.     We checked the numbers just a few minutes ago, and 
Dominion Virginia Power shows  around 340 people without power in 
the richmond- tri-cities area... most of the outages in Richmond city.     
That's actually down some, from earlier today...      Ashley Monfort 
talk...

Special Coverage 2/16/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M VDOT #VALUE!
Special Coverage 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SIDEWALKS While crews work to clear the roads- we have an important reminder 

about sidewalks if you live in Richmond.     It's up to property owners 
to clear them.         City code mandates it be done within 6 hours after 
a winter storm ends.     If you don't, you can be held liable for injuries 
to pedestrians.     If city workers have to clear it, you may...



Special Coverage 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T HOME ISSUES Nobody wants to deal with frozen pipes, burst pipes, and broken 
heaters when winter weather strikes.     But plenty of people have to..     
And with more winter weather on the way- Ashley Monfort went to 
Chesterfield to talk to the experts about preventing those 
headaches....

Special Coverage 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T SECONDARY ROADS The real problem is on those secondary roads...  the neighborhoods 
and side streets, that V-DOT maybe didn't get to today.     *They* are 
the reason schools decided to close tomorrow.     Brent Solomon gives 
us a look, at what some of those roads are like tonight.  He's in 
Henrico:...

Special Coverage 2/17/2015 FOXHOUR1 103T SNOW INJURIES From accidents... to people shoveling snow... to sledding mishaps..   
when the snow falls, the emergency rooms tend to fill up.     Laura 
Geller spent part of the day with Richmond Emergency Crews... to see 
how most people fared in our first major snowstorm:...

Special Coverage 2/18/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CLOSINGS It's been too cold to melt all the snow this week... so the children will 
be staying home  yet another day...        All of the major school 
systems are closed once again.     While the students are staying 
home, a lot of faculty and staff are "not"... those instructions vary 
from place to place so keep an eye on the bottom of your screen to 
see wh...

Special Coverage 2/19/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R TROOPER BRIDGE A bill has made it through the General Assembly, that will re-name a 
bridge in memory, of Trooper, Jacqueline Vernon!       The family is 
elated, and says they kept hitting road blocks, until our first story 
aired.     Now, this bill is close to becoming law... and the Virginia 
State Police Association says -- two companion bills,  are either on 
Go...

Special Coverage 2/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 103F COLD WEATHER POWER Freezing temperatures weren't the only unpleasant surprise that most 
of Central Virginia woke up to this morning--- thousands lost power...      
Most of it is back on tonight, but some people are still in the dark---
and the cold..     Curtis McCloud spoke with several people who had to 
bundle up and wear jackets inside their homes....

Special Coverage 2/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M BROKEN PIPES All the cold weather -- followed by a quick warm-up -- has been 
wreaking havoc on water mains and pipes all over the area!     Crews 
were hard at work this afternoon after a water main break led to a gas 
leak on Iron Mill Road.      The pipe problems left dozens of people 
living at the Edgewood condos  without water and heat last night and 
into Mon...

Special Coverage 2/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M PROTESTORS ARRESTED The arrest of 10 protestors at a climate change march in front of 
Dominion headquarters in Downtown Richmond had our viewers asking 
questions.They asked us why did police arrest *these* protestors 
compared to other groups, like "black lives matter."Ashley Monfort is 
getting answers....

Special Coverage 2/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T FAKE UR POST Tonight,  U of R leaders, are speaking out after a controversial photo 
featuring one of it's basketball players... goes viral!     Here is 
Shawndre Jones--he's one of the guards at the University of Richmond.     
And what he's doing in this photo has people from both campuses 
talking.     Ashley Monfort has more on this developing story....

Special Coverage 2/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W BIKE CONTEST Tonight-- we're working to help a Chesterfield girl who is suffering 
from permanent brain damage after catching a cold!Seven year old 
Katelynn Mackenzie looks healthy-- but her mother says she is far 
from it.Now all this little girl wants -- is a special type of bicycle that 
will help with her recovery.  Ashley Monfort has the story....



Special Coverage 2/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W VDOT GETS AHEAD This time, v-dot has been able to get ahead of the storm.     At least, 
that's the plan.     The crews are already out, pre-treating the roads,.     
That;s something they couldn't do last time around.     Brent Solomon 
spent the day with some of those crews... he has more on what you 
can expect on the roads for the next few days:...

Special Coverage 2/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CLOSINGS? DELAYS? the closings and delays are starting to come in... mostly from schools 
to our south.     Right now, Colonial Heights, Dinwiddie and Prince 
George are closed...     Hopewell is on a two-hour delay.     But... 
officials there told us they're going to re-assess the situation in the 
morning, and could decide to close -- so stay with us for that....

Special Coverage 3/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W CLOSINGS? MAYBE? and, we have a few school closings right now... the biggest ones are 
Petersburg, Hopewell, Dinwiddie and Colonial Heights.they have all 
decided to play it safe and close tomorrow.     keep watching the 
bottom of your screen.we are constantly updating that list, throughout 
the evening....

Special Coverage 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F GEORGE WYTHE CELEBRATES Fresh off their state championship win.  The George Wythe High School 
has been celebrating for days.     The school has been around 55 
years, and has never brought home, a state title until now!   Ashley 
Monfort was there for well-deserved celebration....

Special Coverage 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F UVA FORUM Students marched again today in Charlottesville, after their 
conversation with state leaders lead to some hectic moments!    We 
were there when the drama unfolded.Hundreds of students questioning 
police -- about the controversial arrest of UVA student Martese 
Johnson, by ABC agents.It was a meeting that was supposed to give 
students some answers....

Special Coverage 3/20/2015 FOXHOUR1 10F SCHOOL IMAGE Martese Johnson's arrest ...  is just the latest incident, getting UVA -- 
unwanted attention, on the national stage.  Susan Bahorich continues 
our team coverage, with a look at how it's affecting, the school and 
students:...

Special Coverage 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M SEX ASSAULT REPORT The fraternity at the center of an alleged rape investigation at uva says 
it may take legal action over the case...     this comes as the 
charlottesville police department announces it is suspending its 
investigation.    police say they could not confirm that a gang rape 
described in that Rolling Stone article ever happened.     now the 
fraternity...

Special Coverage 3/23/2015 FOXHOUR1 10M ABC ARREST We're also following the latest information in the controversial arrest of 
UVA student Martese Johnson.We've confirmed that the 20 year old 
plans to enter a not guilty plea in court this Thursday.  The 
Commonwealth’s Attorney office has also asked to continue the case 
until the last week of May so the Virginia State Police can complete its 
investig...

Special Coverage 3/24/2015 FOXHOUR1 10T MARTESE JOHNSON COMMENTS The controversial arrest of u-v-a student martese johnson by a-b-c 
agents, has some people comparing this case of another controversial 
arrest of a student two years ago.Now Elizabeth Daly is talking about 
the latest case.    Back in April of 20-13, Daly was surrounded by a-b-c 
agents who thought her sparkling water was a case of beer.     daly 
say...

Special Coverage 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W MISSING PULASKI BOY Right now, the search for this missing five-year-old virginia boy 
continues.    Crews announced today they are scaling back, but stress 
they aren't giving up on bringing little Noah Thomas home.    They say 
they're using a "methodical" way of approaching their search, 
concentrating their efforts today on an area near a landfill.    Officials 
say th...



Special Coverage 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W SWEET BRIAR COLLEGE UPDATE Now onto an update on Sweet Briar College.     Its president and board 
memebers say they aren't resigning, despite calls for them to do so.     
THey released a statement saying allegations against them are not 
true.    Sweet Briar announced this month it was shutting down due to 
financial difficulties....

Special Coverage 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W UVA ABC POWER Tonight, Governor McAuliffe orders changes for state A-B-C agents.     
He wants intensified training and increased oversight, after the arrest 
that left U-V-A student Martese Johnson bruised and bloody.     Kelly 
Avellino has more on just what the Governor is ordering, in our top 
story;...

Special Coverage 3/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R JOHNSON COURT the case against a UVA student at the center of a controversial arrest  
is on hold.     This, as a state investigation into what happened moves 
forward.  20-year-old Martese Johnson made his first appearance 
before a judge since his arrest. But he did not enter a plea as 
expected.   Brent Solomon has the latest information on the case from 
Charlott...

Special Coverage 3/26/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MISSING CHILD #VALUE!
Special Coverage 4/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W UVA APRIL FOOLS APOLOGY Developing now, more trouble for u-v-a over the student newspaper's 

april fools' issue.    The Cavalier Daily's front page featured the 
headline "a-b-c agents tackle native american student outside bobo's 
bagels."    It appeared to satirze last month's controversial arrest of 
martese johnson by abc agents.    But students on twitter were 
outraged,...

Special Coverage 4/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 10W GOVERNOR CVILLE Governor McAuliffe made a special visit to Charlottesville,  with 
students to discuss the Martese Johnson case. The Governor says he's 
committed to finding out the truth about what happened the night the 
U-V-A student was arrested 2 weeks ago today.   Brent Solomon is the 
only Richmond reporter there for the Governor's discussion....

Special Coverage 4/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R MISSING GUY Right now, chesterfield police need your help finding a man in his 20's, 
who's been missing for three weeks!This is Lee Snellings Jr. Family 
members dropped him off, to ride his four wheeler with friends, and 
that's the last time anyone saw him, back on March 12th. He planned 
on meeting his friends, on Coalboro Road.That's near the zoo, and 
about a...

Special Coverage 4/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 10R SHAKA Shaka Smart has met, with the university of texas, athletic director, 
and now  -- Ram Nation waits on the edge of its seat.   Marc Davis 
joins us, with the latest details, of Shaka Watch....

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR2 103P RESTART One Richmond business is speaking out about actually suspending its 
mental health services!   The Executive West Main Center says it was 
*forced* to shut down!It blames a city government error.   Brent 
Solomon is investigating that claim....

Community Concerns 1/26/2015 FOXHOUR2 10M BRANDERS BRIDGE Traffic headaches this morning, on a busy cut-through. This was the 
scene on, Branders Bridge Road, in Chesterfield County after a truck 
overturned. The driver was taken to the hospital, but is expected to be 
okay.     But, residents worry the 'next' driver won't be so lucky.They 
say crashes are becoming more common. Susan Bahorich talks with 
them...



Community Concerns 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR2 10M OWL RESCUED (brent solomon - chesterfield) 1825 "It's been a long few days for the 
barred owl resting here next to me. It's all because a Richmond man 
was able to think quick. Now the owl has a fighting chance."   Meet 
Smokey.   He got the name just days after finding himself stuck in an 
unexpected situation.(rafeal de sa - found bird in chimney) 259 
"(reporte...

Community Concerns 2/3/2015 FOXHOUR2 103T FORT LEE SECURITY They're tightening security at Fort Lee... and that means the next time 
you visit, you won't be allowed inside without a background check, 
first!    Brent Solomon is at Fort Lee with a break-down of how it will 
work, and why the post is making the changes....

Community Concerns 3/5/2015 FOXHOUR2 10R CLOSINGS Just a reminder... the biggest school systems, are all closed tomorrow.     
that means if you go to Richmond, Henrico, Chesterfield, Hanover, 
Petersburg... you get a three-day weekend!...

Community Concerns 3/12/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R RIVERSIDE HEALTH For Waunette Stout, the PACE Petersburg program is a life saver.67 
seniors, like Stout, come here for services they've come to depend on, 
services that keep them out of nursing homes and able to stay in their 
own homes. That same number of employees work to make sure those 
elderly folks have doctors appointments, meals, therapy and 
transportation....

Community Concerns 3/25/2015 FOXHOUR2 103W RRHA MONEY Next week marks one year since R-R-H-A decided to close the police 
department, which patrolled some of Richmond's most dangerous 
communities.     even a year later, taxpayers, are still paying for that 
decision.   Laura Geller breaks down how the agency spent your 
money....

Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

1/29/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R FAKE DIPLOMAS Looking to spruce up your resume?     Be careful how you do it.      
websites are offering fake college diplomas, hoping to dupe 
prospective employers ..       but eventually you will get caught ...  and 
there will be a high price to pay ...         linda schmidt has the story....

Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

3/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M TSA PRE SCREENING There's a new addition at the Richmond International Airport..    And it 
could make your next trip a lot easier.   T-S-A has opened an 
enrollment center for its popular Pre-Check program.     It is an 
expedited screening program that offers a faster way to get through 
the checkpoint.     You can leave on your shoes, light outerwear and 
belt.     Yo...

Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

3/18/2015 FOXHOUR2 103W IRS BUDGET CUTS nats Mary Margaret at her deskMary Margaret Shannon was working 
on her taxes and needed a form.  But when she came here to the IRS 
office, no luck. 17:45 (Mary Margaret Shannon/taxpayer)Many of the 
boxes that they have there for forms were just empty. Like many 
seniors, she files on paper because she doesn't know how to use a 
computer.  19:30 (Mary...

Consumer & Economy & 
Employment

3/26/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R PAYDAY LOANS The feds -- and virginia attorney general mark herring -- want to crack 
down on payday loans.Virginia has a reputation as the "predatory loan 
capital of the east"...Which is why Federal and state regulators are 
meeting in Richmond,   to hash out details of their crackdown.       
Kelly Avellino has the story......



Crime & Public Safety 1/12/2015 FOXHOUR2 10M WESTMINSTER TRAINING 2:00:10 Sarah Bloom, Henrico - "Yeah, what you see behind me right 
now- this looks really alarming: several fire trucks, several firefighters 
heading into the building. But, this is not an emergency. This is all a 
practice in case there was a real emergency. " (by smoke?) Smoke fills 
a stairway- more than 900 residents, many older, inside. It has t...

Crime & Public Safety 1/29/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R POLICE SOCIAL MEDIA Right now, the search continues for 16 year old Aysia Lewis, missing 
from Christiansburg.   Investigators believe she's with a 33 year old 
man from Illinois...     They say the two had been communicating 
online, before running off together..     Tonight, Brent Solomon has 
this warning from police,  and more on an effort for parents to learn 
more ab...

Education 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 10M DINWIDDIE TEACHER RAISE GOOD NEWS FOR TEACHERS IN DINWIDDIE COUNTY.    
superintendent william david clark is proposing a 1 point 5 percent 
raise for teachers in the upcoming school year's budget.     THAT 
equals  TO JUST OVER 226 THOUSAND DOLLARS.     the 
superintendent IS ALSO PROPOSING eight new positions with the 
budget...MOST OF WHICH WERE CUT BACK IN 2009....

Health 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R UVA FLU VISITATION A health alert -- impacting U-V-A medical center.    The hospital says 
it's limiting visitation hours, because of the flu.     Officials say they've 
seen an increase in the flu and flu-like illnesses.     So they're asking 
that only immediate family members visit patients.     they also say, to 
not visit if you have any flu symptoms....

Health 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R MASSIVE WEIGHT LOSS If you are  trying to lose a few pounds- let this next story be an 
inspiration to you.Ryan Blocker is a Missouri high school teacher and 
band director.And two years ago- he tipped the scales at 5-hundred-50 
pounds!!!He new he had to make a change... now get this -- he's lost 
more than *350*!!!...

Health 2/2/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M MEASLES OUTBREAK MEASLES IS MAKING A BIG COMEBACK!   THE CURRENT U-S 
OUTBREAK HAS SPREAD TO 14 STATES SINCE DECEMBER.    
CALIFORNIA HAS ABOUT ONE HUNDRED CONFIRMED CASES.    OVER 
THE WEEKEND, HUNDREDS OF NEW YORKERS MAY HAVE BEEN 
EXPOSED WHEN A COLLEGE STUDENT WITH THE VIRUS TOOK AN 
AMTRAK TRAIN THROUGH THE STATE.   DOCTORS SAY THE DISEASE 
IS SPREADING BECAUSE MANY...

Health 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR2 10R ELKHARDT MOLD We continue to follow a health alert out of Richmond.Nearly 5-hundred 
students will continue going to a school infested with mold, even after 
school leaders confirmed the school could be considered a threat to 
their health.      Elkhardt Middle won't close until next week. Obviously 
many parents are worried.     Kelly Avellino has our update from e...

Health 2/5/2015 FOXHOUR2 10R LONGWOOD VIRUS A health alert at Longwood University continues.     University officials 
confirm 16 new cases of norovirus in the last 24 hours..    We're also 
told students who first got sick are getting better, so they believe the 
outbreak is stable.    They're also asking sick students to stay home....

Health 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M MEASLES CASES We're also staying on top of that measles outbreak tonight.     The C-D-
C is now reporting 1-hundred-21 cases so far this year.All but 18 of 
the cases are tied to an outbreak that started at Disneyland in 
California.Until recently, it was unusual to see more than a hundred 
cases a year in the U-S.Measles causes a fever, runny nose, cough and 
rash a...



Health 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 10M VUU NOROVIRUS we've learned that more students are being diagnosed with the 
Norovirus at Virginia Union University!     It all started wtih one case 
last week..         Curtis McCloud tells us how many cases there are 
now, and what the school is doing about it:...

Politics 1/15/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R MCAULIFFE INTERVIEW He's a friend, who Governor McAuliffe could **not** abandon...    
We're talking about -- former Governor **Bob McDonnell.**    Today, 
McAuliffe talked with our Mike Valerio about what it was like for both 
men after the historic verdict...    And how McAuliffe now hopes to 
move Virginia forward:...

Politics 1/26/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M XGA DAYCARE BILL The grandparents of a Chesterfield toddler who died in a day care fire, 
want to make sure it never happens again.     Today, the grandparents 
of 1-year-old Joseph Allen, joined with lawmakers to change how 
unlicensed day cares are regulated.     Joseph was staying in an 
unlicensed day care, when it caught fire.     Chrystina Head has the 
story....

Politics 1/27/2015 FOXHOUR2 10T XGR POLICING national tension surrounding police violence is striking a chord with 
lawmakers here in Virginia.   two proposed laws are at the General 
Assembly that would *require* body cameras for officers in The 
Commonwealth.  As Brent Solomon tells us about one of those bills, 
introduced just today:...

Politics 1/28/2015 FOXHOUR2 10W GUN LAWS #VALUE!
Politics 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR2 103PT GENERAL ASSEMBLY UPDATE The general assembly has passed legilsation allowing the use of 

marijuana oil to treat epilepsy.    Lawmakers say this is the first 
medical marijuana legislation to be approved.    It would allow doctors 
to prescribe two different oils to treat epilepsy.    Lawmakers say they 
were moved by emotional testimony from parents of children with 
epilepsy....

Politics 2/10/2015 FOXHOUR2 10T RESTAURANT ALCOHOL If a restaurant wants to sell alcohol in Virginia, it has to sell a certain 
amount of food.     Out of every 100 dollars they sell, only 20 can 
come from alcohol.     There's a move at the state capitol to change 
that, allowing more alcohol sales.     It's supposed to make it easier for 
restaurants to do business, but as Curtis McCloud found out, n...

Politics 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M BREASTFEEDING BILL It's being hailed a win for mothers through the Commonwealth.      
Today Governor McAuliffe signed two bills-      making it legal for 
moms to breastfeed in public.      Susan Bahorich has more tonight, on 
what these bills will accomplish....

Politics 3/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M CHESTERFIELD BUDGET LATEST In Chesterfield, we're getting a better idea of just how much money 
the county needs next year.     County leaders presented their budget 
at tonight's board of supervisors meeting.     They say they made it a 
priority to cover the county's needs, without relying on state funds to 
do it:...

Politics 3/30/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M 74TH DISTRICT CANDIDATES `And Now there are three.     Lamont Bagby, David Lambert, and 
Leonidas Young are all hoping to fill Joe Morrissey's old house seat.     
All three are seeking the Democratic nomination.     Henrico Reporter 
Ashley Monfort has more on what you need to know about this race....

Racial Issues 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M MLK DAY MAGGIE WALKER On this Martin Luther King Junior Day- as we remember a legend and a 
dreamer- people across the region celebrated by giving back.      And 
as Sarah Bloom reports, taking some time to remember the fight for 
civil rights- and the people who led the way....



Racial Issues 1/19/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M MLK DAY MAGGIE WALKER 1:22:30 Sarah Bloom, Richmond – “Yeah, one of the amazing things 
about being here in Richmond is how well history is preserved. I’m 
actually on the steps- the front steps of Maggie Walker’s home and on 
this historic day, people are coming by to pay tribute to her as well- an 
even earlier champion of civil rights."     If you live in Richmond- you 
k...

Special Coverage 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR2 10W OFFICER TURNER FUNDRAISER The Home Team Grill in the Fan is working on a big fundraiser for 
Officer Turner...Chris Thomas has a preview of Home Team Grill's "Go 
Blue Event."...

Special Coverage 1/14/2015 FOXHOUR2 10W OFFICER TURNER FUNDRAISER With PRIME VIEW OF THE T.V.S AND JUST STEPS AWAY FROM THE 
FOOD AND DRINKSnats...hometeam grill is preparing to quote go blue 
on NFL PLAYOFF SUNDAY to honor Richmond Officer William Turner 
shot in the line of duty... "I was so upset because my sister is a police 
officer up in Alexandria. So it really hit home."Owner Chris Gobble has 
only one request...

Special Coverage 2/9/2015 FOXHOUR2 103M VSP K9 K-9 Sassy's greatest asset is her nose...She can detect just about 
anything out of place… including our go pro camera.And the one thing 
Sassy wants to do more than anything... is work. You can sense her 
excitement as her handler gets ready to take her out to a scene.But 
this isn't just a dog and her handler... K-9 Sassy and Senior Trooper 
Wade Blev...

Special Coverage 2/25/2015 FOXHOUR2 10W CLOSINGS? DELAYS? once again, here are the biggest closings and delays we have rihght 
now..      Schools in Colonial Heights, Dinwiddie and Prince George are 
closed...     Hopewell is on a two-hour delay.     But remember ... 
officials there told us they're going to re-assess the situation in the 
morning, and could decide to close -- so stay with us for that....

Special Coverage 3/19/2015 FOXHOUR2 103R MARTESE INVESTIGATIVE Tonight, we are digging deeper into the issues sparked by Martese 
Johnson's arrest -- specifically -- how often ABC agents are 
investigated.     Laura Geller looked into it... and found out, it doesn't 
happen very often!...

Community Concerns 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y HENRICO YMCA CAR BREAK INS And another crime we're watching is out Henrico's west end --- where 
thieves bust into several cars at the Shady Grove Y-M-C-A.      That's 
off Nuckols Road in Glen Allen. Police confirm this happened Saturday, 
but can't say what was taken.      If you know anything about either of 
these crimes, just give Crime Stoppers a call. Your tip is always a...

Community Concerns 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y RVA MARCH FOR JUSTICE The "march for justice" wrapped up in Richmond earlier tonight...     
Dozens of people took part of the unity rally near the State Capitol.     
This is video back from the scene...     Groups across the state are 
gathering to make their voices heard before lawmakers return to the 
General Assembly, tomorrow.     We've seen numerous rallies 
recently,...

Community Concerns 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y CHURCH HILL CAR BREAK INS Keep those cars locked up and valuables out of sight... because we're 
watching several smash & grabs.     First, to Church Hill ---     Police 
tell us crooks targeted at least four cars on East Broad Street 
overnight. Investigators say some of those cars were left unlocked, but 
other vehicles had their windows smashed....



Community Concerns 3/15/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y LOUISA EARTHQUAKE New details on this morning's 2-point-8 magnitude earthquake in 
Louisa county.      According to the  U.S. Geological Survey, the quake 
hit shortly after 3 a.m.    The quake's epicenter was located about 6 
miles south of Louisa.    Experts say this earthquake is classified as a 
"minor" but people can feel it, especially those who are near the 
epice...

Community Concerns 3/15/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y SWEET BRIAR RALLY Just moments ago -- hundreds of Sweet Briar graduates welcomed 
returning students, all in solidarity to help the Save the college.        
Take a look at these new photos just coming in.        Hundreds of 
alums, faculty and students came together this evening to save the 
college from closing.      today, one graduate serving in the school's 
board o...

Community Concerns 3/15/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y GREENBRIAR ACADEMY HACKED The FBI and State Police are investigating a website that was hacked 
by an Islamic group.      Greenbrier Christian Academy Superintendent 
says their website was hacked around 7 this morning by a group called 
"Memberal_Force."      Right now the school's company that hosts the 
website is working to restore it back to normal.      A similar attack h...

Crime & Public Safety 1/4/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY HUNTING ACCIDENT Tonight, a Hanover man is in critical, but stable condition, after he was 
mistaken for a deer --- and shot.     It happened Saturday afternoon, 
here on Olde Footpath Road in King William County.     A Game and 
Inland Fisheries spokesperson says the 41-year-old was shot in the 
legs and rushed to VCU Medical Center.     We're told a 52-year-old 
Richm...

Crime & Public Safety 1/4/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY BRADLEY LANE HOUSE FIRE Let's show you some new video from a house fire that prompted a few 
of you to reach out to our newsroom...     This is what our cameras 
captured this morning in the 900 block of Bradley Lane in Richmond's 
southside.     We first told you about this fire, last night at eleven.     It 
took crews about ten minutes to mark everything under control... a...

Crime & Public Safety 1/4/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y HENRICO HOUSE FIRE Now on to Henrico -- where a family is now mourning the loss of their 
two pets after a fire ripped through a home.     This is a look at the 
scene that unfolded shortly after 1:30 this afternoon in the 100 block 
of wilson avenue....    crews found smoke coming from the roof and 
fire shooting from the side of the home.     once crews entered the 
hom...

Crime & Public Safety 1/18/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y CHURCH HILL BASEMENT FIRE RIGHT NOW -- A house fire now under investigation in Church Hill.     
You can see smoke pouring out of this home on Venable Street.     
Crews say they were alerted to this fire by the alarm company around 
11-30 this morning.     Firefighters had to force their way inside and 
soon discovered flames down in the basement.     It took nearly an 
hour ge...

Crime & Public Safety 1/18/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y RICHMOND APARTMENT FIRE Also in South Richmond, a man is now looking for another place to 
stay after his apartment goes up in flames.We're told crews saw 
smoke coming from the bedroom of a second floor apartment this 
morning.It took units an hour to put out the fire on Treehaven 
Drive.the cause is still under investigation....

Crime & Public Safety 1/18/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY WEST END STRUCTURE FIRE And check out these pictures from Henrico's west end...    That's 
where firefighters kept flames from spreading from an outdoor 
structure to a nearby, two-story home.    This happened off 
Countryview Drive, around 10:30 a.m.    It's unclear what started the 
fire, but thankfully nobody was hurt....



Crime & Public Safety 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y THREE AMIGOS DEATH Sunday friends gathered outside Three Amigos Auto Sale... stunned 
that their friend is gone...      After police uncover a body... just hours 
before. "We very shocked."     They say Adel el Madani 's generosity 
and warmth is well-known throughout their congregation... at the 
Islamic Center of Virginia."He would give you a hug... very friendly."...

Crime & Public Safety 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y WATER MAIN BREAK REPAIRS And we have a traffic alert to pass along, as we head into a new 
week...     An intersection near the VCU campus remains closed as 
crews work to repair a water main break.     Utility teams have been 
working for days to make repairs at the intersection of Harrison and 
Cumberland, but now --- that may not be complete until February 2nd.     
The area...

Crime & Public Safety 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y CHESTERFIELD GARAGE FIRE In Chesterfield --- Firefighters are investigating after flames erupt 
inside this garage!      You're looking at the scene on Galena Avenue --- 
this video was taken around four, this morning.      The fire did not 
spread to the rest of the house and nobody was hurt....

Crime & Public Safety 2/8/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY BODY FOUND IN DRIVEWAY We are still working to find out exactly how a body ended up in a 
driveway in Dinwiddie County.   the BODY  was found NEAR POPLAR 
GROVE NATIONAL CEMETERY.    PEOPLE NEARBY FOUND THE BODY IN 
SOME BRUSH NEAR A DRIVEWAY.     THE MEDICAL EXAMINER SAYS 
THE BODY HAD BEEN SITTING IN THAT LOCATION FOR A WHILE...     
THE OFFICE IS NOW  MAKING A POSITIVE IDE...

Crime & Public Safety 3/15/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y JANKE ROAD HOMICIDE Suspect Sought in Fatal ShootingRichmond Police detectives need the 
public’s help to identify a suspect involved in the fatal shooting of a 
young woman on the city’s south side yesterday.At approximately 
5:09 p.m. Saturday, officers were called to the Exxon Station at 1601 
Jahnke Road by several callers who reported seeing shots being fired 
at a yo...

Crime & Public Safety 3/15/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y CHESTERFIELD CRASH we're working to find out more on a head-on collision between two 
vehicles in Chesterfield.     This all unfolded at 30-11 West Hundred 
Road at 1 this morning.     Officials say there were injuries... but no 
word on their conditions.       As soon as we find out more ... we'll be 
sure to pass it along....

Education 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y LC BIRD REOPENING MONDAY CHESTERFIELD COUNTY CONFIRMS L.C. BIRD HIGH SCHOOL WILL RE-
OPEN TOMORROW.      Classes were canceled both Thursday and 
Friday, after a stolen van smashed into the building's front entrance.    
Police are still searching for that driver....

Health 2/8/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY ANTIFREEZE WARNING investigators are still working to clean out this creek after anti-freeze 
leaked into it at the COUNTY government complex.  FIREFIGHTERS 
DON'T WANT ANYONE TO TOUCH THE WATER IN this CREEK.    
INVESTIGATORS SAY IT WAS LEAKING FROM THE H-VAC UNITS AT 
THE COUNTY JAIL.     The spill does not effect the county's drinking 
water, HOWEVER citizens should a...

Special Coverage 1/4/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y VIGIL FOR RICHMOND OFFICER Through prayers... ...and song...  Family members, fellow law 
enforcement officers, friends and community members all came 
together Sunday afternoon to show their support for Officer William 
"Bill" Turner.Lakita Bolden is best friends with Officer Turner's 
daughter, Renita.  "I grew up with her family, real close to her mom 
and dad so I wanted to b...



Special Coverage 1/18/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY OFFICER TURNER FUNDRAISER In the wake of a severe turn of events for this 30  plus year police 
veteran---- the Richmond community is showing their support by 
giving.   "The overall purpose of the event to day is to raise money for 
officer Turner and show our support of officer Turner and the 
Richmond Police Department." Gobble wants everyone who plans to go 
out and watch th...

Special Coverage 1/18/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY JOE MORRISSEY DONATIONS Meanwhile, Joe Morrissey is showing his support for Officer Turner... 
just days after being re-elected into the 74-th house district seat.     
He was at the Temple of Judah's service this morning in Richmond 
where the pastor asked the congregation to donate money to help 
Officer Turner.     Morrissey spoke at the service, thanking the 
congregation...

Special Coverage 1/18/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10PY JOE MORRISSEY DONATIONS Morrissey is currently serving jail time for contributing to the 
delinquency of a minor....

Special Coverage 1/25/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y VDOT GETTING READY And like Ros said we're aren't expecting a major snow event in our 
area, but bear in mind --- in some parts of the state, there could still 
be problems on the roads...    At this very moment --- V-DOT teams 
across the state are mobilizing in preparation for any wintry 
precipitation.    Crews plan to be in place by midnight and will treat 
roads as a...

Special Coverage 3/15/2015 FOXWEEKEND 10Y VCU GAME History here in Brooklyn. It started with VCU as the 5th seed and 
ended with them cutting down the nets.The Rams holding a halftime 
lead, hitting late free throws and staving off a rally to claim their first 
Atlantic 10 championship. Treveon Graham named Tournament's most 
outstanding player, he and mo alie-cox name dot the all tournament 
team as we...
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